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         747-GW 

 

ENERGY CONDUIT APPARATUS AND METHOD  

 

This provisional application is being filed in the name of Gary Louis Warren of 26 Lewis 5 

Ave., Batavia, NY (US) 14020. 

 

FIELD OF INVENTION 

This invention relates to apparatus and methods for channeling energy, and more 

specifically, to channeling electromagnetic energy by imitating DNA energy refraction 10 

through an energy conduit apparatus. The channeled energy may be captured as 

consumable electrical energy. 

 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The energy needs of the world have grown exponentially over time. Petroleum and coal 15 

energy sources will be insufficient to meet the world’s future needs for energy and 

contribute to significant and well-known environmental problems. Renewable or 

environmentally friendly energy sources must be identified to meet the increasing 

demand.  
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DNA energy refraction is similar to the characteristics of a prism separating 

electromagnetic spatial energy or visible white light into a spectrum of colors. Each DNA 

nucleotide separates electromagnetic energy at corresponding bandwidths that are 

unique to those chemical compounds. Combinations of nucleotides with their differing 5 

chemical compounds refract electromagnetic energy at differing bandwidths, 

transmitting highly organized patterns of energy that flow between the non-physical to 

physically reflected coincident planes. 

 

There is no device or method presently known that enables the channeling of energy 10 

through refracting electromagnetic energy for use as consumable electrical energy. 

Thus, it is desirable to design one or more apparatus, and method for using the same, 

that fulfills this need and others.  

 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 15 

The present invention is for an apparatus that functions as a conduit to channel 

electromagnetic energy by mimicking an active synapse. Energy is created and flows 

along the border or event horizon of the gap (active space) between two opposing 

conductive metal disks. DNA energy refraction within the gap creates a depleted clear-

medium string. The electromagnetic energy depleted from the gap can be channeled by 20 

any conductive material that comes in contact with this charged border, where it can be 
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transferred as electrical energy. The apparatus is a generator-like device that transfers 

energy to a consumable energy source with nominal use of limited resources to create 

this high voltage light energy radiation. This is a green energy technology. 

 

The apparatus comprises two hollow conductive metal disks filled with a conductive fluid 5 

and separated by a predetermined distance, a means for creating electrical current, a 

probe to ground the conductive fluid that is in contacting engagement with the fluid but 

does not contact the conductive metal disks, a means for transferring energy, a means 

to deliver electrical current, and an electromagnetic energy refracting source having 

DNA-like refraction characteristics immersed in the conductive fluid. 10 

 

The DNA refracted electromagnetic energy within the two conductive metal disks 

develops an electromagnetic clash or reverberation between the disks, or more 

specifically, within the synapse or gap between the disks. This energy reverberation 

develops a spatial energy depleting characteristic in physically reflected environments 15 

and creates an active energy depleted string within the synapse to the coincident clear-

medium background, allowing a projected energy flow from non-physically reflected 

environments.  

 

Creating and transferring electromagnetic energy along the clear-medium string’s 20 

periphery or event horizon to a conductive material allows the collection of electrical 
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energy that can be stored or used as consumable electrical power for powering homes, 

businesses, transportation and the like. This energy source is safe, renewable, 

environmentally friendly and cost effective.  

 

It is an object of the present invention to provide an apparatus for the creation and 5 

transfer of electromagnetic energy from the clear-medium string’s event horizon into 

consumable electrical energy. 

 

It is further an object of the present invention to provide a method of using the 

apparatus to create and transfer previously untapped electromagnetic energy to 10 

essentially release or create a renewable and environmentally friendly energy source. 

 

Whereas there may be many embodiments of the present invention, each embodiment 

may meet one or more of the foregoing recited object in any combination.  It is not 

intended that each embodiment will necessarily meet each objective. Thus, having 15 

broadly outlined the more important features of the present invention in order that the 

detailed description thereof may be better understood, and that the present contribution 

to the art may be better appreciated, there are, of course, additional features of the 

present invention that will be described herein and will form a part of the subject matter 

of this specification. 20 
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In this respect, before explaining at least one embodiment of the invention in detail, it is 

to be understood that the invention is not limited in its application to the details of 

construction and the arrangements of the components or process steps set forth in the 

following description or illustrated in the drawings. The present invention is capable of 5 

other embodiments and of being practiced and carried out in various ways. Also it is to 

be understood that the phraseology and terminology employed herein are for the 

purpose of description and should not be regarded as limiting. 

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 10 

 

The invention will be described by reference to the specification and the drawings, in 

which like numerals refer to like elements, and wherein: 

 

Figure 1 is a sectioned perspective view depicting one embodiment of an energy 15 

conduit apparatus of the present invention; 

Figure 2 is a top orthogonal view depicting the energy conduit apparatus of Figure 1 in 

an active position; 

Figure 3 is a schematic electrical diagram depicting one embodiment of an energy 

conduit apparatus of the present invention; 20 
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Figure 3A is a schematic electrical diagram depicting one embodiment of a current 

source with a momentary contact switch of the prior art; 

Figure 4 is a schematic electrical diagram depicting the present invention bleeding off 

high voltage charge of AC current; 

Figure 4A is a schematic of a electrical diagram depicting a reduction transformer (AC) 5 

of the prior art; 

Figure 5 is a schematic electrical diagram depicting a DC load on a circuit of the prior 

art; 

Figure 6 is a perspective view depicting one embodiment of a conductive metal disk of 

the present invention; 10 

Figure 6A is a schematic electrical diagram depicting refracted energy in the apparatus 

of the present invention with reflected energy target; 

Figure 7 is a perspective view depicting one embodiment of a conductive metal ring of 

the present invention; 

Figure 8 is a perspective view depicting one embodiment showing conductive metal 15 

forked fingers of the present invention; 

Figure 9 is a side orthogonal view depicting the conductive metal forked fingers of 

Figure 8; 

Figure 10 depicts one embodiment of an energy conduit apparatus of the present 

invention used in the experiment described in Example 1; 20 
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Figure 11A is a perspective view of a DNA like refraction source, a DNA tuned 

crystalline cut cylinder, of the present invention; 

Figure 11B is a top plan view of a DNA like refraction source of Figure 11A,   

Figure 11C is a detailed view of a DNA like refraction source of Figure 11A;   

Figure 12 is a flowchart of one embodiment of the method of the present invention; 5 

Figure 13 is simulated perspective illustrations of the invention background, illustrating 

the formation of the conceptual position, event horizon and clear-medium, black-hole, 

and wormhole and thermal reaction; 

Figure 14 is simulated perspective illustrations of the invention background, illustrating 

the amplified reformation of the wormhole, wormhole lased with thermal energy rings, 10 

and wormhole lased with matter; 

Figure 15 is simulated perspective illustrations of the invention background, wormhole 

energy ball lased with matter, and physical reflection; and 

Figure 16 is perspective illustrations of the invention background, illustrating clear-

medium projection through spatial energy, DNA energy refraction and synapse firing 15 

with clear-medium string and energy conduit through the simulation of laid out 

coincident spatial energy bands. 

 

The drawings are not to scale, in fact, some aspects have been emphasized for a 

better illustration and understanding of the written description. 20 
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PARTS REFERENCE LIST 

As used in this specification, the following reference numerals shall refer to these parts 

and items: 

100 - energy conduit apparatus  5 

102 - one of two hollow conductive metal disks for energy conduit apparatus 100 

104 – a second mating hollow conductive metal disk for energy conduit apparatus 100 

106 - electrically conductive fluid 

108 - distance between conductive metal disks 102 & 104 of energy conduit apparatus 

100 10 

110 - activating electrical current source (a prior art 9 volt battery) 

112 - positive terminal connection of prior art 9 volt battery 110 

114 - connection for transferring energy of energy conduit apparatus 100 

116 - negative terminal connection of prior art 9 volt battery 110 

118 - thickness of the hollow conductive metal disks of energy conduit apparatus 100 15 

120 - one of two metal brackets to optimally control synchronous movement of 

conductive metal disks 102, 104 

122 - one of two metal brackets to optimally control synchronous movement of 

conductive metal disks 102, 104 

124 - DNA or DNA-like refracting source 20 

126 - flat opposing side of conductive metal disks 102, 104 
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128 - high voltage light energy radiation emanated from activated energy conduit 

apparatus 100 

130 - crystalline or glass cylinder 

132 - uniquely repeated patterns of curves cut parallel to the cylindrical center of 130 

134 - electromagnetic energy current 5 

136 - refracted electromagnetic energy current 

138 - depleted area of spatial energy as the clear-medium 

140 - DC capacitor restricted AC feedback from apparatus 100 

144 - formed sheet metal dimple plate embossed structure with an electrically 

insulating barrier attached to one side 10 

150 - flat opposing side of conductive metal ring 152 

150A - one of two hollow conductive metal rings (alternate embodiment of energy 

conduit apparatus) 

152 - flat opposing side of conductive metal ring 150 

152A – second mating hollow conductive metal rings (alternate embodiment of energy 15 

conduit apparatus) 

156 - ring center of 152A 

156A - ring center of 150A 

160 - opposing conductive metal forked fingers of 162 (alternate embodiment of energy 

conduit apparatus) 20 

162 - opposing conductive metal forked fingers of 160 

164 - metal half spheres attached to one side of each finger end of 166 
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166 - three fingered conductive flat metal fork (alternate embodiment of energy conduit 

apparatus) 

168 - gap between each opposing metal half sphere 164 

170 - energy current from energy conduit apparatus 100 

180 - physical reflect target of activated opposing metal forked fingers 166 5 

188 – prior art step down electrical transformer 

199 - prior art simulated resistant load 

200 - alternative embodiment of energy conduit apparatus  

210 - DC/AC current passing through conductive fluid solution 106, 124 

220 - electromagnetic energy wave refraction from DNA 124 10 

230 - controlled projected energy flow of non-reflected-energy and non-reflected-matter 

from mechanism 100 

240 - reflecting electromagnetic energy wave from 230 passing through apparatus 200 

250 - physical energy reflection target of apparatus 200 

260 - physically reflected-matter of apparatus 200 15 

270 - physically reflected energy projection envelope of apparatus 200 

 

As used in “Applicant’s Theory of how the apparatus works” section of the specification: 

1- conception 

2 - conceptual position 20 

3 - positional energy barrier 
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4 -conception focal direction 

5 - conception projection direction 

6 – shelled ringed thermal reaction 

7 - shelled thermal spheres 

10 - cylindrical energy barrier lased with shelled thermal spheres 5 

11 - physical reflection 

12 – clear-medium projection energy refraction 

13 - DNA 

14 – synapse (gap between conductive metal disks) 

15 – clear-medium string 10 

16 - energy conduit directed flow 

a-l - lettered event chain 

A-C - lettered clear-medium coincident projections 

 

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED IN THIS SPECIFICATION 15 

As used in this specification, the following terms shall have these meanings: 

 As used in this specification, clear-medium string means an energy free medium 

passing through a spatial field. 

 As used in this specification, physically reflected energy means energy, such as 

thermal energy, mirrored or reflected in the clear-medium. 20 
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 As used in this specification, high voltage means the highest bandwidths of the 

electromagnetic spectrum of reflected and non-reflected energy. 

 As used in this specification, conductive disk means a disk shaped container that 

has electrical conductive properties. 

 As used in this specification, physically reflected environment means a spatial 5 

field heavily populated with physically reflected energy. 

 As used in this specification, energy depleted means clear-medium. 

 As used in this specification, crystalline means a lattice shaped structure whose 

structure and symmetry play a role in determining many of its properties, such as 

cleavage, electronic band structure, and optical properties. 10 

 As used in this specification, a wormhole means a clear-medium tube with an 

electromagnetic shell. 

 As used in this specification, spatial energy means a spatial field filled with all 

forms of energy. 

 As used in this specification, an event horizon means an electromagnetic barrier 15 

between the clear-medium and the spatial field. 

As used in this specification, electrical conductivity means a measure of a 

material's ability to conduct an electrical current such that when an electrical potential 

difference is placed across a conductor, its movable charges flow, giving rise to an 

electric current.  20 
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As used in this specification, electromagnetic wave conductivity means a 

measure of a material's ability to pass electromagnetic waves such that when an energy 

wave is applied, the wave is altered from its source as refracted energy as it flows 

through the material. 

 5 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

The present invention is an energy conduit apparatus that channels electromagnetic 

energy from a clear-medium string’s event horizon to a conductive material by 

mimicking DNA energy refraction within the gap between two opposing conductive 

metal disks. The conductive metal disks (or containers) are diametrically opposed from 10 

one another such that radiated energy clash or reverberation between the disks creates 

an active clear-medium string’s event horizon as electromagnetic energy in the form of 

high voltage light energy radiation. The apparatus is a generator-like device that 

transfers clear-medium event horizon energy to a consumable electromagnetic energy 

source with nominal use of natural resources to create and/or channel the energy. This 15 

is a safe, inexpensive green energy technology. 

 

The apparatus functions in a manner similar to an active synapse. A synapse is the 

small junction across which a nerve impulse passes from one nerve cell to another 

nerve, muscle, or gland cell. An electrical impulse in the sending neuron triggers the 20 

migration of vesicles containing neurotransmitters toward the membrane of the synaptic 
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terminal. The vesicle membrane fuses with the pre-synaptic membrane, and the 

neurotransmitters are released into the synaptic cleft and bind to receptors of the 

connecting cell where they excite or inhibit electrical impulses. The DNA within the 

opposing nerve endings refracts electromagnetic energy out into the synapse as the 

electrical impulse current passes through the nerve ending. In a similar fashion, the 5 

spatial fields in the gap between two opposing conductive metal disks acts like a 

synaptic cleft. One conductive metal disk acts like a synaptic terminal of a sending 

neuron and the second opposing conductive metal disk acts like a postsynaptic ending 

of the receiving cell. Electromagnetic energy refracts within the DNA filled disks and 

through the spatial field gap and clashes to create an active clear-medium point within 10 

the spatial field gap, thereby allowing an energy resistant free path as an event horizon. 

This event horizon is the electromagnetic spatial boundary or shell between the clear-

medium and space. There is created an energy free area back to the coincident clear-

medium. 

 15 

Figure 1 is a sectioned perspective view depicting one embodiment of an energy 

conduit apparatus 100 of the present invention. Figure 2 is a top orthogonal view 

depicting the energy conduit apparatus 100 of Figure 1 in an active position. Figure 3 is 

a schematic electrical diagram depicting one embodiment of an energy conduit 

apparatus 100 of the present invention. Figure 3A is a schematic electrical diagram 20 

depicting one embodiment of a current source with a momentary contact switch of the 

prior art. Referring to Figures 1-3A, the apparatus 100 comprises two hollow conductive 

metal disks 102, 104 filled with an electrically conductive fluid 106 and separated by an 
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adjustable but predetermined distance 108, a means for creating electrical current 110, 

a probe 116  to ground the conductive fluid 106 that is in contacting engagement with 

the fluid 106 but does not contact the conductive metal disks 102, 104, a means for 

transferring energy 114, a means to deliver current 112, and an energy refracting 

source 124 having DNA-like refraction characteristics immersed in the electrically 5 

conductive fluid 106.  Metal bracket 120, 122 are incorporated to optimally dispose the 

component parts with respect to one another and facilitate movement of the conductive 

metal disks 102, 104 closer or further from one another  to tune the mechanism for 

maximum energy output. 

 10 

In one embodiment, the energy conduit apparatus 100 comprises two hollow conductive 

metal disks 102, 104 of substantially the same size and configuration disposed flat side 

by flat side. The two hollow conductive metal disks 102, 104 may be disposed 

horizontally, vertically or any angle with respect to one another and their flat side paring. 

While the shape is less significant, it is preferred that the thickness 118 of the hollow 15 

disks 102, 104 is somewhat proportional to their diameter. In a preferred embodiment, 

thickness 118 is less than one inch. Alternate embodiments with other shapes of the 

conductive metal disks are described in greater detail below with reference to Figures 6-

9. Although the gap between alternate shapes such as, rectangle, square, triangular 

DNA solution filed containers will display the same characteristics. It can also be said 20 

future methods or mechanism that display the capacity to projecting refracted 
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electromagnetic energy similar to DNA will perform the same results in the spatial gap 

between two such apposed mechanisms. 

 

The two conductive metal disks 102, 104 are spaced in a non-reactive state and moved 

together until a reaction state is achieved. The distance 108 may be adjusted for 5 

maximum energy output as energy output is proportional to disk diameter, disk 

thickness and DNA content. In one aspect, the two conductive metal disks 102, 104 are 

disposed at a predetermined distance 108, of from about 3.0 to 5.0 inches apart, and 

preferably about 1.25 to 0.25 inches. The hollow space on the interior of each 

conductive metal disk is filled to 100% capacity with an electrically conductive fluid 106 10 

or solution in which is immersed a DNA or DNA-like refracting source 124. In one 

aspect of this embodiment, the conductive solution 106 is salt water. 

 

In one preferred embodiment, the conductive metal disks 102, 104 are formed of steel, 

aluminum, copper, gold, silver, brass, tin, platinum, or other conductive metals 15 

commonly used in industrial applications. In other aspects of this embodiment, other 

optically electromagnetically wave conductive materials are used such as glass, quartz 

or other optical materials.   

 

In one preferred aspect of this embodiment, the energy refracting source 124 is the 20 

DNA of wood chips immersed in the conductive salt water solution 106. Other DNA 
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sources may be adapted for this purpose, preferably sources that are optically 

electromagnetically conductive in nature. In another embodiment, the energy refracting 

source 124 is a crystalline device that refracts energy to mimic DNA refraction 

characteristics. 

 5 

Figure 11A is a perspective view of one embodiment of a DNA like refraction source 

124, a DNA tuned crystalline cut cylinder 130, of the present invention. Figure 11B is a 

top plan view of a DNA like refraction source of Figure 11A. Figure 11C is a detailed 

view of a DNA like refraction source of Figure 11A. Referring to Figures 11A, 11B, and 

11C, the crystalline device 130 comprises a patterned through cut crystalline or glass 10 

cylinder that passes an introduced energy current 134. When passing through this 

instrument, the energy will refract energy bands unique to those cuts and mimic the 

refraction 136 of a desired DNA molecule. The cylinder 130 is preferably comprised of a 

crystalline material and/or formed of glass. The crystalline or glass cylinder 130 has 

uniquely repeated patterns of curves 132 cut parallel to the cylindrical center through its 15 

closed ends in such a manner that it will mimic heliographic characteristics of DNA as 

amplified with an induced energy flow 134.  As will be appreciated, the curves 132 must 

be adjusted in shape and patterned for individual DNA refraction signatures and with 

multiple cut cylinders randomly gathered to mimic spiraled DNA’s three dimensional 

heliographic characteristics. 20 
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Referring generally to Figures 1-5, the two conductive metal disks 102, 104 are spaced 

at a predetermined distance 108. Energy is extracted from an active energy depleted 

clear-medium string’s event horizon and channeled to the opposing metal disks where it 

can be transferred as electrical energy (see Figure 2). The two conductive metal disks 

102, 104 are activated by energy input into the conductive solution 106 containing the 5 

DNA refraction source 124, more specifically, when the electrical current from a 9 volt 

battery connected to the metal disk at 112 is transferred to the solution 106 by the 

grounded probe 116. This electrical energy input ignites or “activates” energy refraction 

capabilities. Once activated, the flat side 126 of two conductive solution 106 filled 

conductive metal disks 102, 104 are moved together, and a refracted energy 10 

reverberation will be established between the two conductive metal disks 102, 104 for 

the fission/fusion reactions. This refracted energy is a high voltage light energy radiation 

128. A depleted area 138 of spatial energy is developed, taking the form of a two 

dimensional flat plane. This depleted area 138 has an electromagnetic charge and an 

active energy depleted clear-medium string, allowing a resistant free flow of energy to 15 

the more physically reflected spatial environment. This develops the same 

characteristics of firing brain synapses in that it acts as a scattering medium that 

refracts light gamma rays and the reverberation separates and depletes the spatial field 

leaving the coincident clear-medium field or back drop. The clear-medium is an 

absorbent vacuum-like medium that is separated from the spatial field by an 20 

electromagnetic event horizon and creates a funnel of energy within the gap between 

the two opposing conductive metal disks. The high voltage light energy can be changed 
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to a DC or AC current and voltage, and can be adjusted as desired with transformers, 

rectifiers, and the like. 

 

In the embodiment depicted in Figures 1-5, the means for creating electrical power 110 

is a standard 9 volt battery. Other means that may be suitably used include any known 5 

DC or AC electrical source. An increase in amperage and/or voltage will intensify the 

energy refraction and reverberation characteristics within the gap to quicken the 

activating reaction. 

 

The probe 116 grounds the delivered power from the means for creating electrical 10 

current 110 to the conductive solution 106. It is important that the probe 116 is in 

contacting engagement with the electrically conductive solution 106 but does not 

contact the conductive metal disks 102, 104. Rubber or other nonconductive materials 

may be used at the interface between the probe and the conductive metal disks 102, 

104 to prevent contact between the two. The energy current introduced to the 15 

conductive solution 106 in the energy conduit device is DC electrical current with 

sufficient voltage/amperage to establish a steady electron flow. Preferably, the energy is 

introduced through the conductive metal disks 102, 104 at connection 112 to the 

conductive solution 106 by the grounded probe 116, which is located on the internal 

side wall and insulated from the side wall as assembly 144, to insure electrical current 20 
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passes through the conductive solution/DNA mixture 106, 124 and operably connected 

to the means for creating electrical current 110. 

 

In the embodiment depicted in Figure 1, the means for transferring energy 114 is 

conductive metal disks 102, 104. This connection 114 effectively bleeds the high 5 

voltage oscillating current between the two disks 102, 104 at those points. The amount 

of energy “generated” may be measured by operably connecting the conductive metal 

disks 102, 104 to a volt/amp/oscilloscope instrument. 

 

In the embodiment depicted the means for grounding 116, as a formed sheet metal 10 

dimple plate embossed structure, is placed on one internal side wall of each 

conductive metal disk 102, 104. Probe 116 comprise an electrically insulating barrier 

between the sheet metal dimple plate, that one side wall and disk cylindrical wall as 

assembly 144 and in electrically conductive contacting engagement with the solution 

106. In one aspect, brass is suitably adapted to this application. The formed sheet metal 15 

dimple plate embossed structure is attached to an electrical insulating material as 

assembly 144 and is operably connected to the negative of the means for creating 

electrical current 110. Sheet metal dimple plate embossed structure is used to 

optimize electrical energy flow through the body of solution 106 to the opposing side 

of the conductive metal disk in regards to the electrical conductivity disparity between 20 

the two materials (metal and conductive liquid). As the electric current seeks the least 
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resistant path, the sheet metal plate and each dimple is equally charged with their 

one unique and individual closest path to the opposing non-insulated side of the 

conductive metal disk. With the disparity in conductivity of the metal plate as high 

conductivity and conductive solution as low conductivity, each charged dimple will 

bleed off that charge to its lest resistant path creating an overall more even current 5 

flow through the body of the conductive solution. 

 

An adjustment of the gap 108 between the disks 102, 104 is made via the screw and 

anchored differential assembly synchronously attached to the adjustment arms 120, 

122. Preferably, the gap 108 is adjusted while measuring energy output. Energy output 10 

is measured at 114 on/between the two disks 102, 104, or to earth ground to achieve 

the greatest possible efficiency of the mechanism 100. 

 

The operable electrical system is depicted in Figures 3 - 5. Figure 4 is a schematic 

electrical diagram depicting the present invention bleeding off high voltage charge of AC 15 

current. Figure 4A is a schematic of an electrical diagram depicting a reduction 

transformer (AC) of the prior art. Figure 5 is a schematic electrical diagram depicting a 

DC load on a circuit of the prior art. Referring to Figure 3A, a 9 volt battery 110 with a 

momentary connection switch is attached such that its negative is operably connected 

to grounding probe 116 and its positive is operably connected to the conductive metal 20 

disks at 112.  The momentary contact switch is activated by sending a positively 
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charged DC current to the conductive metal disks 102, 104 in Figure 3 and through the 

conductive fluid 106 and DNA or DNA-like electromagnetic refracting source solution 

mixture 124 as depicted by 210 to the grounding probe 116. The electromagnetic 

energy wave refraction is emanated from the DNA or DNA like source (as depicted in 

Figure 6A item 220) out into the gap between the two opposing disks 102, 104 setting 5 

up an energy reverberation that depletes reflected and non-reflected energy at that 

reverberation or interaction point. This reverberating pulse can be maximized through 

adjustment of the gap size between the two conductive metal disks. This area or point 

of depleted energy is the clear-medium 138 and the electromagnetic event horizon or 

barrier between space and the clear-medium, radiates out 128 and is in contacting 10 

engagement with the conductive metal disks. This reverberating or pulsating energy is 

the electromagnetic energy wave that is 180 degrees out of phase in relationship to the 

two sides of the depleted energy barrier. This puts the positively charged energy 

movement within the two conductive metal disks 180 degrees out of phase, when a 

conductive wire is attached between the two conductive disks at 114 the wire picks up 15 

the positively charged electromagnetic energy pulse or wave establishing an electrical 

current that can be connected to a given load (see Figure 4A) where the source is 

connected such that the AC rider wave on top of the positive charge is utilized as 

connected to a step down electrical transformer 188 to reduce voltage for a specific 

application. After apparatus 100 is activated the AC rider wave is partially bled off using 20 

a DC capacitor restricted AC feedback loop 140 to maintain a steady electric current 

through the DNA solution 106, 124 once the momentary contact switch in Figure 3A is 

deactivated. This AC feedback loop is connected between the two conductive disks 102 
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and 104 at their apposing disk polarities at connections 112 of 102 to 116 of 104 and 

112 of 104 to 116 of 102. 

 

In Figure 4 the load 166 depicts a mechanism (see Figures 8, 9) that will duplicate the 

non-reflected energy reverberation reaction between the two conductive metal disks 5 

and ignite the surrounding atmosphere, imitating solidification as an increased physical 

energy reflection or hardening effect of that space. In Figure 5 there is depicted 

simulating a resistant load 199 to earth ground by connecting both positively charged 

conductive disks at 114 to an arbitrary load, draining a positive DC current from the 

conductive metal disks through electrical load to earth ground. 10 

 

An alternative operable electrical system with one conductive metal disk is depicted in 

Figures 6, 6A. Figure 6 is a perspective view where Figure 6A is a schematic electrical 

diagram that depicts refracted energy in one conductive disk of an apparatus of the 

present invention.  15 

 

Referring to Figure 6A, when the DNA refraction source 124 is placed in a closed hollow 

disk shaped conductive metal container 200 mixed with (immersed in) an electrically 

conductive fluid 106, it will amplify DNA non-reflected energy refraction characteristics 

when an amplified non-reflected electrical current is established through the electrically 20 

conductive fluid 106. This characteristic filters and intensifies non-reflected energy flow 
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through the non-physical realms into the more physically mirrored three dimensional 

reflections. Thus, the DNA refraction source 124 is used to physically reflect spatial 

energy such as high voltage non-reflected light energy into patterns as physical 

reflected energy as organic materials.  

 5 

The electrically conductive solution 106 may be any ionic solution that is highly 

conductive. Metal salt solutions and common salt water work particularly well in this 

capacity. 

 

Referring to Figure 6A, connections 114 from disk 102 and 104, from apparatus 100, is 10 

operably connected to assembly 144 of conductive metal disk 200 that is operably 

connected to earth ground. When apparatus 100 is activated a high non-reflected 

energy charge, as 230 is applied to the conductive metal disk 200 assembly 144 and 

through the conductive fluid, as 210 and DNA solution (or more specifically in this 

instants a wood chip salt water DNA mixture) 106, 124 to the grounding conductive 15 

metal disk 200. An electromagnetic energy wave refraction is emanated from the DNA 

within the conductive disk 200 out into the surrounding atmosphere 220. The energy 

wave 230 is created by a controlled projected energy flow of non-reflected-energy and 

non-reflected-matter from mechanism 100 passing through wood DNA as 240 and 

creating a physical energy reflection target 250 on the opposite or downstream side of 20 

the energy flow of disk 200 through the projection envelope 270, tuned to that wood’s 
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DNA signature. This physically reflected-matter 260 mimics the same organic materials 

created by the wood DNA within a tree, however, it is physically reflected as more of a 

burst of wood pulp rather than fibrous. This pulp substance occurs in a burst of material 

as not being reflected in layers as fibers over a long growing process. 

 5 

Figure 7 is a perspective view depicting one embodiment of a conductive metal ring of 

the present invention. Figure 8 is a perspective view depicting conductive metal forked 

fingers of one embodiment of the present invention. Figure 9 is a side orthogonal view 

depicting the conductive metal forked fingers of Figure 8. Figure 10 depicts one 

embodiment of an energy conduit apparatus of the present invention used in the 10 

experiment described in Example 1. 

 

In one aspect depicted in Figure 7, the hollow conductive metal disks are altered to 

hollow metal rings 150A, 152A placed flat side by side. When the conductive metal 

disks are altered to rings by including a hole down the cylindrical center, forming a 15 

closed hollow flat metal ring shaped container, the effects are altered. When the flat 

side 150, 152 of two hollow flat conductive metal activated rings 150A, 152A filled with 

conductive solution containing a DNA refraction source are moved together, a refracted 

energy reverberation will be established between the two energy refracting rings 150A, 

152A. Developing a depleted area of spatial energy and an electromagnetic charge, an 20 

active wormhole will be established between the ring centers 156, 156A. This creates a 
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completed wormhole and is a direct path to the coincident clear-medium backdrop. 

When paired with another wormhole activated with the same DNA signature or 

refraction source, the later activated ring center will become the tail end of the active 

wormhole.  Spatial transport from the spatial energy environment to the neutral 

coincident clear-medium backdrop and back to a designated location may be desirable. 5 

Designated locations can be tied to a spatial energy wormhole tail or, if without the 

wormhole tail, positioning can be manipulated from within the coincident clear-medium 

pointing to universal specific energy decay/amplification signatures (time periods) and 

punching back into the timed spatial energy envelope. 

 10 

In one aspect depicted in Figures 8 and 9, the hollow conductive metal disks 102, 104 

are altered to two flat metal forked fingers 160, 162 with metal half spheres 164 

attached to one side of one end 166 (“fingertips”) of each.  In the embodiment depicted 

in Figure 8 and 9, there are three fingers 166 on each metal “fork,” 160, 162 each 

having correspondingly three metal half spheres 164.  A user disposes the two “forks” 15 

160, 162 in parallel with one another such that the corresponding opposing metal half 

spheres 164 are facing one another with a gap of a predetermined distance 168 

between each opposing metal half sphere 164.   

 

When introduced with non-reflected energy current 170 from the two activated 20 

conductive metal disks (see Figure 3, 4), the surrounding atmosphere will increase its 
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physical reflect target 180 simulating solidification that is unique to highly non-physically 

reflected electromagnetic energy flowing into the physically reflected electromagnetic 

environment amplifying the energy reflection of that environment. This can be used to 

protect structures against weathering or vehicles and passengers against unwanted 

impact/crash. 5 

 

The atmosphere (air) is in a specific state of reflection (physically reflected energy) at 

any point in time, solidification or physical energy. This state of reflected energy is 

increased with the present invention connected to the highly charged non-reflected 

energy source as event horizon energy activated by the conductive metal disks. Similar 10 

to the differences between air and water, even though air and water are different fluids 

they are at their own uniquely reflected state. Similarly, as air and compressed air are 

different fluids, the present invention enhances the state of reflection of that specific 

fluid. 

 15 

METHOD OF CHANNELING ENERGY 

 

Figure 12 depicts a flow chart of the process for using the apparatus to create and 

channel refracted energy. In the first step, the conductive metal disks are separated. In 

the second step, the conductive metal disks are activated by passing electric current 20 

through the conductive fluid-DNA solution. In step 3, the flat sides of the conductive 

metal disks are moved toward one another. In step 4, voltage, amperage, and 
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frequency are measured between the conductive metal disks to detect changes in 

measurements as the flat sides of the conductive metal disks approach one another. In 

step 5, the gap between the conductive metal disks is adjusted to maximize energy 

measurements (voltage, amperage and frequency) and determine the optimum distance 

between the flat sides of the conductive metal disks. In step 6, the conductive metal 5 

disks are locked at the optimum distance ascertained in step 5. In step 7, the initial 

activating electric current through the conductive fluid-DNA solution is deactivated while 

a secondary current is maintained through the AC feedback loop. In step 8, voltage, 

amperage, and frequency are re-measured between the conductive metal disks to 

detect changes in measurements while the gap between the conductive metal disks is 10 

adjusted to maximize energy measurements (voltage, amperage and frequency) and 

determine the optimum distance between the flat sides of the conductive metal disks. In 

step 9, the conductive metal disks are locked at the optimum distance ascertained in 

step 8 or left unlocked for further adjustment required under load conditions. In step 10, 

the arbitrary load between the conductive metal disks or earth ground is activated. 15 

 

EXAMPLE 1 

The prototype tested is depicted in Figure 10 and described herein in greater detail. 

Two standard sized (6 oz, 3.25” outer diameter x 1.5” thickness or height) tuna fish cans 

(steel) where the detached lid was repositioned and reattached to leave a container 20 

thickness of 0.75 inch and all were used as the hollow conductive metal disks. They 

were further modified by drilling two through holes in each can. One through hole was 
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disposed in the center of the bottom or repositioned lid wall and the second hole was 

disposed along the side wall. Each hole was appropriately sized to receive a brass 10-

32 x 0.75” screw and bolt assembly, where as the center hole was oversized to avoid all 

conductive contact with the screw. Woodchips were immersed in a saline or saltwater 

solution and placed inside the modified tuna cans. The saltwater solution (salient of 5 

about 3.5%) and woodchips (chainsaw chips from one tree) filled the tuna cans to 

capacity.  

 

The oversized hole was drilled in the center of the flat lowered side wall of each tuna 

fish can and affixed with standard rubber faucet washers (0.5” outer diameter x 0.125” 10 

thickness or height, 10-32 clearance hole) on each side of the hole. This functionally 

insulated a brass screw (functioning as a ground probe) from contacting the tuna fish 

can. The brass screw protruded into the can and contacted the salt water solution.  

 

The brass screws through the side wall near the upper lip functioned as a positive 15 

terminal and were operably connected to the positive terminal of the 9 volt battery with a 

common alligator clip. The cans were grounded through the internal solution 106 with a 

hole in the center of the lowered flat wall. The ground was operably connected to the 

negative terminal of the 9 volt battery with common alligator clips. The cans were wired 

in parallel such that positive of the first tuna fish can was wired to the positive of the 20 
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second tuna fish can and ground of the first tuna fish can was wired to ground of the 

second tuna fish can. 

 

The power supply was a 9 volt battery. The power supply to the terminals on the two 

tuna fish cans was connected such that one was attached to the can and one was 5 

protruding into the saltwater woodchip solution to create an electrical current passing 

through the saltwater and woodchips. This created an electrical current passing through 

the DNA of the woodchips. 

 

When power was introduced to the solution from the 9 volt battery, there was no visible 10 

effect when the tuna fish cans were resting side by side on the table at a distance of 

greater than 3 inches. 

 

The two tuna fish cans were raised off the kitchen counter, one in each hand, while the 

electrical current continued to flow through the woodchips/DNA. The two cans were 15 

brought in closer proximity to one another fairly rapidly. As they got closer, about 0.75” 

to a 0.5” apart, a white light was observed. As the two cans were still moving closer until 

they were maintained at a distance of about 0.25” apart, three very distinct very loud 

cracks were heard in succession. The sound observed was similar to a sound that 

would be created by making your hands very flat, not cupped, and clapping them 20 
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together very hard three times. The intensity of the white light increased with the 

cracking sound. 

 

APPLICANT’S THEORY OF HOW THE APPARATUS WORKS 

CREATION FROM THE BEGINNING 5 

ORGANIZED PATTERNS OF SPACE-ENERGY 1 

Basically put the known universe is an energy filled space populated with black-holes. 

1. Energy is an expanding and/or decaying space or medium, which is dictated by 

varying periods of activity defined as time. All space is energy of some form. 

2. Black-holes are positional within spatial energy and timeless, or void of all spatial 10 

energy, and through observation assumed manipulator of spatial energy. 

3. Clear-medium* as an absorbent or vacuum-like environment, with a controlled 

projective or compacting force, that has a reflective nature in its relationship to spatial 

energy, but singularly void of spatial energy and black-holes. 

*Clear-medium defines a place before what is termed, dark-energy, dark-matter or 15 

black-hole, and can be loosely considered as black as referenced in black-hole. 

Figure 13 is simulated perspective illustrations of the invention background, illustrating 

the formation of the conceptual position, event horizon and clear-medium, black-hole, 

wormhole and thermal reaction. Figure 14 is simulated perspective illustrations of the 

invention background, illustrating the amplified reformation of the wormhole, wormhole 20 
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lased with thermal energy rings, and wormhole lased with matter. Figure 15 is simulated 

perspective illustrations of the invention background, wormhole energy ball lased with 

matter, and physical reflection. Figure 16 is perspective illustrations of the invention 

background, illustrating clear-medium projection through spatial energy, DNA energy 

refraction and synapse firing with clear-medium string and energy conduit through the 5 

simulation of laid out coincident spatial energy bands. 

In moving past the one medium that defines space and time (spatial energy), we are left 

with black-holes and the clear-medium. Black-holes are positional and identified within 

spatial energy, even though timeless they are directly tied to the development of spatial 

energy, and do not exist directly in the clear-medium without a spatial energy barrier. 10 

We are now left with the clear-medium as an absorbent environment, non-position 

definable but still definable by place. Seeing this medium is timeless (no spatial energy), 

we can still speak in the terms of before and after. Before the clear-medium, or outside 

of this absorbent environment, is unknown and can be considered black or nothing. This 

incomprehensible state is still conceivable by the one and only definition as nothing. 15 

The concept of nothing is basically understandable, but not truly comprehensible from 

within spatial energy, but never-the-less it maintains a real conceptual presence before 

the clear-medium. From here the absorbent nature or clear-medium is driven into its 

conceptual place. The concept of nothing and its conceptual presents drives its actual 

place and position, in regarding the rule of conceptual events; concepts only exist 20 

through conception. The absorbent nature is the real positionally conceiving or 

absorbing environment, which can be referred to as the clear-medium. 
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The clear-medium’s absorbent nature is definable as the basic development of aware 

(not awareness, not self awareness, not sentient awareness - just aware). The mere 

concept of aware absorbs spatial energy. We are aware of the universe, time and 

space, an ant or a grain of sand and we absorb, project and reflect on those concepts. If 

contemplation of anything other than the state of aware takes place, spatial energy is 5 

created, manipulated and absorbed. All information is spatial energy and aware absorbs 

it, but aware is not energy it merely manipulates it. Aware is a focused absorbent 

projective reflective force that creates and manipulates spatial energy. Reflect on just 

the absorbent nature of AWARE; this confusingly could be called meditation, but that 

definition alone is created and manipulated spatial energy as information, and comes 10 

from within the body of spatial energy. 

The nature of nothing has no density, no dimension, it has no duration, but it does have 

a real theoretical place; its place is where its place is and its place is the conceptual 

presents and position of nothing. 

Here the conceptual establishment, of the one real theoretical position, develops the 15 

beginnings of a focused absorbent reflective projective nature, or theoretical 

environment. This theoretical environment is the aftermath or unacceptable concept of 

nothing’s real position. This clear-medium or absorbent environment is the neutralizing 

force of the conflicting concept of nothing, to eliminate its conceptual position. 

The development of the theoretical absorbent environment or clear-medium, as an 20 

aware environment, is forced into being following the process rule of conceptual events: 
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1. All concepts have a place. 

2. For any place to have its position, its position must be established. 

3. No position can be established without conception, or absorption of information. 

4. For information to be absorbed, the position of that information must be identified 

or focused on. 5 

5. Information is not absorbed without movement, as acknowledgement through 

reflection of that information. 

6. For any position to be established through an adsorbing focus, that position is 

amplified. 

7. For any position to be projected on, that position is compacted; even if the 10 

conceptual intent is to neutralize that position. 

8. Developmental processes only exist through the expanding creation of mental 

concepts. 

So; in essence the theoretical position is truly nothing and is manipulated by the 

theoretical environment, or for the lack of a better term; a clear-medium with the ability 15 

to create and manipulate its positional concept. The theoretical environments absorbent 

nature focuses on its one place, projecting its state of being as nothing to neutralize its 

real conceptual position. The conceptual position of nothing cannot be neutralized 

through the building of conceptual events, as the focused absorbent reflection projection 

process. 20 
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This process inadvertently intensifies and amplifies the theoretical position of the 

theoretical environment, and develops the first one dimensional event horizon. The 

event horizon is the conceptual point of movement as acknowledgement or separation, 

as energy filled space, between the two concepts (place and position). A depleted 

barrier as a rip in the fabric of nothing, or an electromagnetic field, as a depletion of the 5 

theoretical environment, or electromagnetic space; as termed dark-energy, but more 

clearly termed non-reflected-energy; followed by the focused absorbent reflective 

projective nature, as the clear-medium or aware. 

As there is no true separation between the focused absorbent reflective projective 

nature and place, as the clear-medium and its position, and the interlude as depleted 10 

area as electromagnetic filled space, as non-reflected-energy; here the state of aware 

moved to a state of awareness, or value-filled aware as aware in motion, or an aware 

gestalt of amplified non-reflected electromagnetic spatial energy. In other words the 

clear-medium or aware clouded with value-filled information. This conceptual process 

can be considered a one dimensional realm; rooted in a state of being, established by 15 

the theoretical position, and its testimonial information as space energy, and a place 

where the one real position is identified from, as the theoretical environment. 

As the focused absorbent reflective projective nature is moved to an infinite static state, 

the absorbent nature’s conceptual focus is naturally altered; away from the one static 

position to the alternate or conceptually apposing backdrop. Here the focused 20 

absorbent reflective nature manipulates its positional focusing absorption 

characteristics, from an infinite inward focused absorption, through a neutralized static 
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state, to an infinite outwardly focused absorbent state. This outwardly focused 

absorption elongates or amplifies the electromagnetic field, or event horizon from its 

anchor at the positional threshold. In this state of awareness of the one all-

encompassing backdrop, the outwardly focused absorbent nature naturally falls to one 

side, and ultimately circularly encompasses the one position; establishing the first 5 

circular event horizon or true black-hole. Here we are moving into the concept of a 2 

dimensional realm, but with no reference to a concept of size. 

As the outward focus turns static and the elongated event horizon begins the natural 

electromagnetic energy decaying process, an inward compacting projection is 

developed and intensifies. The elongated event horizon of the black-hole begins to fold 10 

or collapse, pushed past its natural decay rate, and naturally falls away to one side of 

the black-hole. This move alters the black-holes encircling event horizon to a 

translucent light gray cone of electromagnetic energy, the first true wormhole. This 

moves the theoretical environment of aware through awareness to the conceptual 

beginnings of a 3 dimensional realm, but again with no refrains to a concept of size. As 15 

the outward focus continues and the inward projection intensifies, the theoretical 

environment begins to collapse and the cone shaped wormholes electromagnetic 

energy shell folds unto itself; changing in shape to a cylindrical tube, and at its midpoint 

increasing in size with a yellowing thermal reaction. This folding affect can be 

considered as more of a bunching up of electromagnetic energy, pushed past its normal 20 

decay rate, creating the thermal reaction. 
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The shift from the static outward focus, to an inward compacting projection, is brought 

about through the start of electromagnetic energies natural decay process. This 

decaying process is reflected on as a timed duration, as energy moves in a backward 

decaying motion to the one event horizon’s threshold. The decaying movement is the 

alternate of the value-filled amplification process, created through the outward focused 5 

absorption. This decaying energy is the very early stage of the one body of aware’s 

actual conception of its energy in motion, triggered by the decaying energy as non-

value-filled energy in motion or e-motion. This was reflected on as one motion or 

oneness (electromagnetic energy in decay), and as aware experienced it as a 

prolonged duration of oneness, or as a moving sensation of loneliness. This prolonged 10 

backward energy decaying motion of loneliness, alters the one body of aware’s inward 

projections intensity, to eliminate this only oneness conceptual state of being; while the 

outward focus was maintained. 

This motion of the forced collapse of the decaying electromagnetic energy shell creates 

a value-filled thermal energy reaction, which naturally alters the inward projection of the 15 

outwardly focused absorbent reflective nature, and reestablishing and amplifies the 

static wormhole. The shell of this wormhole is now laced with thermal energy. 

Once again in the infinite moment, the focused absorbent reflective nature of aware 

stabilizes and turns static, and once again the electromagnetic energy event horizon 

begins the natural decaying process. Once again its compacting projection is turned 20 

inwardly, but in this instant the spatial energy decaying process is changed, by the 

altering decay rates of the two forms of energy (thermal and electromagnetic). Now the 
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inward compacting projection intensifies in a rhythmic nature, sending a pulsating 

collapse in the electromagnetic shell of the decaying wormhole tied to the event horizon. 

This decaying energy is the very early stage of non-value-filled energy in an altering 

state of motion or e-motions. This was reflected on by the one body of aware as one 

overall prolonged motion or oneness (electromagnetic energy in decay), laced with 5 

cooling thermal energy or coldness (thermal energy in decay), and as aware 

experienced it as a prolonged duration of one-coldness, or as a moving sensation of 

lonely-despair. These prolonged backward motions alter the inward projections 

intensity, to eliminate this only one-coldness conceptual state of being; while the 

outward focus was maintained. 10 

Here multiple rings of thermal energy are created through the decaying wormholes 

pulsating collapse and continuously increasing in form, as the inward projection of 

aware intensifies to its infinite neutralizing state. In this process the multiple ringed 

thermal reactions continue to expand to their individual centers, ultimately forming 

spheres of thermal energy with an electromagnetic skin or energy shells. These 15 

translucent yellow spheres of thermal energy are the first forms of matter; as termed 

dark-matter, but more clearly termed non-reflected-matter, which are created as the 

inward compacting projection continues to its infinite state. Now the wormhole, laced 

with thermal spheres, begins to waver or fold from side to side being pushed past its 

natural decay rates. 20 

Here the wormhole breaks away from the event horizon, and is instantly compacted or 

weaved into a sphere shape around the black-hole; vaguely comparable to equally 
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spaced knots on a string wrapped around a ball. But the knots are translucent yellow 

spheres with a diameter matching the translucent light gray tube or wormhole, and are 

more pushed or bunched into a tight ball shape than wrapped.  

At this point the focus of the absorbent reflective nature or clear-medium is naturally 

altered inwardly, towards the value-filled movement creating the ball of energy, and the 5 

projective nature once again turns to a static state. Here the focus of the clear-medium 

or aware begins the absorbent and reflection process on the presented information or 

energy ball. But after a momentary delay the exact pattern of translucent yellow 

spheres, in the ball of energy, is reflected or mirrored within the absorbing clear-

medium; with one major alteration. The reflected pattern of non-reflected-matter is made 10 

up of compacted flickering white points, or as reflected-matter, with no apparent 

reflection of the active wormhole. This value-filled movement attracts the focus of the 

absorbent reflective nature; the mirrored pattern of thermal energy spheres, or non-

reflected-matter, would be considered a reflection of non-physical spatial energy, and 

forming the reflected or physically mirrored 3 dimensional spatial energy, as reflected-15 

matter. Here it seems that only thermal energy is reflected and altered within the 

physically mirroring absorbent medium. But in actuality physically mirrored thermal 

energy is altered into compacted thermal energy points, with an elongated decay rate, 

and the electromagnetic energy shell is not readily reflected or physically mirrored. Here 

the clear-medium or aware absorbs non-reflected spatial energy or information, and that 20 

information is acknowledged and reflected within. 
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The automatic like change in focus of the absorbent nature with any movement, is the 

natural beginnings of conscious awareness. This adjustment of focus, controlled 

direction and intensity of absorption, and choiceful selection of information, can be 

considered as first steps in the development of universal subconscious self-awareness, 

or choice driven creative curiosity. At this point the state of self-awareness intentionally 5 

moves its focus into the physically mirrored environment, to reflect on this newly 

created, absorbed and reflected information. Here the clear-medium or aware within the 

infinite moments, absorbs and reflects on all presented patterns of spatial energy or 

information. 

Once again the theoretical environment moves to a static state; and once again the 10 

inquisitive focus of the absorbent reflective nature of aware is naturally turned outward, 

to the un-known all-encircling conceptual backdrop. Here the nature of aware or clear-

medium intensifies its inward compacting projection, past the multiple spatial energy 

decay rates; while maintaining an outward focus. This intensified chosen compacting 

projection of the clear-medium, on the one position or black-hole, is the gravitational 15 

force that drives all energy and matter, in the space filled theoretical environment, back 

to its position or core black-hole. These are the beginnings of what would be called the 

interweaving of non-reflected-energy and non-reflected-matter, reflected-energy and 

reflected-matter, or non-physical and physically mirrored spatial energy; as the massive 

collision of the energy matter rich fields, active and physically reflected, are driven into 20 

the one black-hole. 
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As these energy fields are forced together under the massive compacting or 

gravitational force, developed by the infinite inward projection of the surrounding clear-

medium, all space-energy is infinitely compacted around the black-hole; creating an 

intensified multiple flavored mixed thermal reaction. This inward projection of aware 

naturally turns static with this value-filled thermal reaction, forcing an instant outward 5 

expansion within the clear-medium. This is what is known as the Big Bang; an infinite 

expansion of all forms of energy and matter within the backdrop of the absorbent clear-

medium or aware, and only populated with positional black-holes as the clear-medium 

focuses its real positional concept; creating newly rooted universal positions as black-

holes, bordered with created spatial energy as an event horizon. 10 

 An expanding and/or contracting clear-medium mixed spatial-energy filled environment 

or universe, coexisting with the clear-medium and multiple non-physical through 

physically mirrored patterned reflections of spatial-energy. Aware or the clear-medium is 

apparent from within spatial-energy through the affects it has on spatial-energy; and 

seen as a controlling expanding state in surrounding the universe; or balancing and 15 

compacting galaxies with central massive black-holes, that establish their universal 

positioning. 

In the one universal outward expansion, supported and amplified buy an inquisitive 

outward absorbent focus, all possible energy transformations are created within the one 

massive spatial-energy implosion/explosion. And within this universal shell of space-20 

energy an irregular energy mixture is developed as eight overlapping flavored or 

lopsided energy pockets; with natural patterned energy flows through the spatial-energy 
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envelop. This value-filled constant energy flow, through numerous flavored overlapping 

segregated spatial-energy pockets, back to the one position; creates a spiraling affect of 

spatial-energy around the universal center or positional black-hole. 

The clear-medium or aware is a timeless focusing absorbent reflective projective nature, 

with the ability to positionally focus and directionally project that nature in similar or 5 

apposing directions or remain neutral. The clear-medium as the backdrop or scaffolding 

of all there is; while black-holes are created through the clear-medium’s conceptual 

identification of its real theoretical positions, through focusing and projecting that 

concept. So in essence the clear-medium and black-holes are of the same nature; 

where black-holes, not necessarily circular or completed, are more neutral and 10 

positional and bordered by an event horizon as spatial-energy; and the clear-medium as 

more of a place from where its position is identified and projected from. This compacting 

projected push of the clear-medium is experienced as the gravitational pull or force, 

created by the black-hole but in essence is the exact opposite; whereas an absorbent 

nature within a black-hole can and does create the same gravitational effect on the 15 

space-energy surrounding it. 

Understand the nature of aware and awareness is much different then what humans 

would call psychologically cognizant, thoughtful sentient, self awareness. This type of 

awareness is massively clouded with differing strict organized patterns of choicefully 

accessible information; as all forms of moving spatial-energy, all be it harmonies or 20 

conflictive, that is so integrated with the clear-medium, that the energy information shell 

or ego is more seen as the aware itself. This is where the massive spatial-energy 
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confusion as awareness, and realistic energy patterned illusion begins. These pages of 

organized background information of the invention create a similar illusionary shell of 

information. 

The clear-medium or Aware: a manipulatively variably focused absorbent reflective 

projective medium; the fundamental creator, foundation, and coincident backdrop of all 5 

spatial-energy. 

The positionally defined clear-medium or aware backdrop; can selectively operate at 

differing projective rhythms and characteristics; creating, manipulating and reflecting 

spatial-energy into organized patterns, that begin in non-reflected spatial-energy, and 

are ultimately directly influenced from within that energies natural rhythmic decay rates. 10 

These rhythmic projections and patterned spatial-energy formations from the 

positionally defined aware medium, to the more physically reflected energy planes, 

require a greater or more aggressive methodical approach; and in some instances are 

aided through energy movement and refraction, into the more physically mirrored 

reflections, through crystalline materials; and in the most specialized form as DNA. And 15 

to that regard; the actual positionally defined envelop of the clear-medium, or state of 

being, in some instances is projected into more physically oriented reflections, through 

firing synapses. The DNA refracted energy, within the two synapse nerve cells, 

develops an energy reverberation between the nerve cells or within the synapse or gap. 

This energy reverberation develops a spatial-energy depleting characteristic, in 20 

physically reflected environments, and punches through the interlaced energy rich 

fields; by creating an active energy depleted string or clear-string, within the synapse to 
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the coincident clear-medium or aware backdrop; allowing a projected energy flow from 

non-physically reflected environments. The positionally defined aware medium absorbs 

and reflects patterns of electromagnetic spatial-energy, or information that crosses the 

synaptic point of penetration; and reflects and projects that positional state of being 

through that penetration point. Once an active energy depleted string is created, a local 5 

gravitational field is established around that point; and to that regard the surrounding 

reflected-matter is affected by that field. This affect reduces and/or eliminates influence 

of alternate gravitational fields on that surrounding reflected-matter. 

ORGANIZED PATTERNS of SPACE-ENERGY 2 

In starting from the beginning we must understand the concept of “nothing”. Before all-10 

things there is no-space, no-energy, no-matter, and no-time. Before all things there is 

“no-thing”, so in essence no-thing is “non-existent”. Let me repeat this, repeat this in a 

few ways for better understanding. 

Here is where physically oriented human beings must slowdown and jump off the 

energy train, and comprehend non-energy related events. The concept of no-thing is 15 

understandable; but not comprehensible while a portion of the human mind, as the 

brain, is full of information. The aware portion of the mind absorbs or accesses 

information, but this mental state of the mind in and of itself is not-information, not-

energy, not-space, and not-matter. This mental absorbent nature is only experienced as 

an absorbent nature, in its capacity to create space-energy and manipulate space-20 

energy. For in essence the absorbent nature in actuality absorbs nothing in maintaining 

its conceptual status. 
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For clearer understanding and repeated here; this no-thing is non-existent, but this 

miraculous state of non-existent has a mental conceptual place. Search your mind; 

does the concept of non-existent have a mental place in your mind, a position filed with 

nothing? You to have the capacity to put nothing in its mental place and position! This 

mental conceptual place of nothing, as non-existent, is naturally an absorbent nature to 5 

maintain the status as nothing. If the very mental concept of non-existent enters the 

place of nothing it is no longer nothing. So the place of nothing in non-existent must be 

absorbed to eliminate its very place; which cannot exist but cannot be eliminated. So 

with this paradoxical understanding, the place of non-existent is a never-ending infinitely 

absorbent and projective place. 10 

To start; be it understood the mental state exists outside of information, outside of 

space; and be it understood all information is energy; and be it understood all energy 

exists in space and not outside of space; space is energy, space is time. Be it 

understood, that beliefs are organized patterns of energy; attitudes and opinions, 

judgments, sacrifice and abuse, are developed drama through comparisons of 15 

organized patterns of energy; but this energy in and of itself is not aware. As the mental 

state, an absorbent or aware place, accesses and reflects energy or information, the 

aware becomes the rudimentary form of awareness or life; aware moving through, 

absorbing and reflecting moving information. It must be understudy that ignorance, 

arrogance and stupidity, are informational concepts, and are driven from an 20 

overwhelming amount of accessible raggedly held or hoarded information, as beliefs. 

Belief based information, in and of itself creates nothing but conflict. Believing in a 

separate God or believe I am God or believing you are God creates nothing but 
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organized informational patterns in separation and at conflict. Knowing all is God 

outside of space-energy as one body of aware creates everything. This one body of 

aware creates harmonies conceptual choices, using the unwavering terms for concept 

creation, to manage the ultimate responsibility for those continues choices. Aware 

clouded with belief held information can seemingly hide from all forms of creation 5 

responsibility; and in this regard can ignore maintenance responsibilities, or violate the 

very creation it is responsible for. This can be seen in the way worship and prayer is 

conducted. In the worship and prayer of an aware being, that is regarded as separate 

from our very being, creates nothing and directs onus or responsibility on that separate 

aware being. When in actuality through responsibility, worship and prayer are the tools 10 

used for creation. Worship as an absorbent positional focus, is how a mental concept or 

ideal is developed; and prayer as continues mental projection, as responsible creation, 

as responsible support and as responsible maintenance, for that concept. Worshiping 

and praying to a Sun God, Mother Earth or an individual gives up creation responsibility, 

and does not support creation of the Sun, Earth or humanity. Mentally worshiping the 15 

balanced concept of the Sun, Earth or humanity into an image or form, and continues 

mental prayer for that idealized concept supports the general form of first creation, and 

continues responsible maintenance of that creation. Aware that is directly responsible 

for the creation of galaxies or small solar systems, very rarely dip into the individual 

timed-space-energy brains of planets that support life, or humanity deeply clouded with 20 

space-energy as irresponsible hindsight confusion. But this does not negate the 

complete responsibility of humanity, to support first creation through love, worship and 

prayer of first creation concepts. Nor does it negate the responsibility of humanity, while 
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hiding from supporting the conceptual rules that form a life supporting plaint. To 

paraphrase “Stupid is as Stupid does”, and knowing stupid as hiding in space-energy 

belief structures from our One Responsible Aware Truth. Aware universe, Aware 

creator, God universe, God creator, Human universe, Human creator, are appropriately 

directed responsible terms. God of the universe, God of creation, God of humanity, or 5 

the separated singular “God” are inappropriate hindsight terms and create nothing but 

the concept of completion, of separation, of fear, of control, of power and of size; or 

individual human irresponsibility as smallness in separation, as judgment and 

abandonment; as if we are UN-aware. Aware is all encompassing or oneness; size is 

irrelevant and nothing more than a created hindsight concept, controlled from within 10 

reflected space-energy. The concept of separation comes from aware riding through 

space-energy as awareness. This awareness is clouded with information and ignorantly 

accepts the information as its very existents, but information is created space-energy 

and not responsible for actual continues creation of space-energy. Step outside of 

information and you will know your oneness with Aware creator, Aware universe, and 15 

you will know your unwavering responsibility in balanced moral choice of continues 

creation. Creation as space-energy takes place for one and only one resin, value 

fulfillment or worth of non-existent as aware. Aware is infinite and timeless before and 

after all space-energy, aware is the one mental miracle as nothing and space-energy is 

its one and only blessing. To violate the blessing in any manure comes from within the 20 

blessing, as awareness in smallness, in the ignorance and arrogance and stupidity of 

hindsight confusion and seemingly separations; hiding from the one aware unwavering 

responsibility of harmonious projectivity, as rhythm in choice. As human beings our 
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body does not define who we are, nor is the human body owned by our conceptual 

selves. In actuality there is no true “self”, it is more of a grouping of information your 

aware spirit is accessing at any given position. The human body, as with all creation, is 

in a constant state of creation and reflection or re-creation minute-by-minute, second-

by-second, moment-by-moment. We humans as a whole, own the responsibility of 5 

continues support of reflection or re-creation of the human body; but ownership or 

worship of the human body implies that its creation is complete; when in actuality every 

moment of responsible re-creation as reflection slips into the past, and no longer 

resides in the present moment. 

All creation requires responsibly, in actuality the two words are synonymous to some 10 

degree. The conceptual choice of non-existent and actualization of any one position 

requires continues acknowledgement. Continues acknowledgment of a choice, above 

and beyond any original choice, in actuality is the responsibility of concept development. 

Continues responsibility of harmonious projection and absorption organizes non-

reflected space-energy into balanced form, and responsible aggressive absorption 15 

reflects that form into reflected or re-created space-energy. Actual irresponsibility for 

creation comes from within creation, comes from within confusion as the space-energy 

hindsight concepts of size, as in smallness and largeness, weakness and strength, 

good and bad, develop the logic of separation; as in attitudes and opinions, in 

awareness as aware clouded with pools of choicefuly segregated information. 20 

Put yourself in a mental place, before space, before energy, before time, from here is 

where all things started. In this place of no-information the mental concept of non-
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existent was actualized. This mental state of non-existent has an absorbent nature to 

balance the truth of the actuality of non-existent. This adsorbent mental state must 

absorb the very concept of nothing, to maintain its concept as non-existent. As the 

absorbent mental state absorbs the positional concept of nothing, the actual place of 

non-existent was born. This place of non-existent when considered from within 5 

information can confusingly be referred to as black or dark, but the very concept of 

black or dark refers to space-energy. If this place was referred to in any way it would be 

referred to as a clear-medium, or clear mental place of the non-existent concept as 

aware. 

As the absorbent place of non-existent naturally narrows the absorbent characteristic, to 10 

one conceptual position of nothing, the position of nothing was born.  From this non-

existent place and its position as nothing, the spatial-energy barrier between the two 

concepts is born. Once again the absorbent nature as non-existent must and can only 

absorb nothing, to maintain the integrity of the non-existent concept. But this non-

existent place creates and affects space-energy as an absorbent nature, in its capacity 15 

in manipulation of the space-energy universe. This space-energy place between the two 

concepts is the first forms of electromagnetism or light.  The space-energy barrier is 

more of a depletion or vacuum of a non-existent place, developed by the absorption of 

the positional nothing. This spatial-electromagnetism as light, or the concept of 

everything, reflects on the skin or shell of the directional or focused absorbent nature, 20 

creating the first forms of mental informational absorption and actionable reflection as 

sight. It must be understood the non-existent place cannot actually absorb space-

energy; the conceptual rule of non-existent cannot change, cannot be broken, and so 
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the focused absorbent affect on space-energy is recorded and reflected on the 

electromagnetic barrier of the non-existent concept or place. 

So now we have 3 concepts that make up one mind; (1) a clear mental absorbent place, 

(2) a focal point or position of the mental absorbent place and (3) space-energy field as 

information or brain. The position of the non-existent place, as nothing, develops the 5 

first foundation as a state of being; with the space-energy field as information, or 

recorded testimony as creation, of the first concept or idealized position. This trinity 

makes up what is referred to as a living spirit, or as recorded; The Father (the one 

aware creator), The Son (first position created) and The Holy Ghost (testimony as 

space-energy, or ghostly gray light to first concept, or recorded information about 10 

positional creation). This basic wording was developed as a reflecting explanation of 

first creation, from the limited toolset of ruling hindsight conceptual events that make up 

the basis for human social order. 

Let’s repeat this understanding for more clarity; we must understand what we are and 

where we are from and where we will always be; the continuing foundation and 15 

unwavering responsibility for our very Position, within the one creating body of Love. I 

say Love here only to make it apparent that the one non-existent absorbent place can 

be experienced in a few forms. The non-existent place is established as an “absorbent 

nature”; this absorbent nature has the same fundamental characteristics as the state of 

aware; or as, aware riding through non-reflected space-energy as “absorbent 20 

awareness” or love, as aware lased with energy in motion or emotions; and all these 

forms create and absorb information with a value fulfilling or blessed nature. The 
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creation of space-energy from nothing as under these circumstances can be 

considered, or as recorded, Holy, Holy Light or Holy Ghost, as the first form of 

awareness as life or testimony of creation; as aware moved through the created non-

reflected spatial-energy gustily. But this absorbent nature from within reflected space-

energy, within the hindsight concept of comparison and absorbing desire is referred to 5 

as greed. This absorbent nature of greed is the weakest or worth---less form of creation, 

in the regard there is nothing actually created. Greed is just the absorbent awareness 

desire from within individual smallness for seemingly previously created reflected 

space-energy or information, within the confusion of separation, comparison, ignorance, 

arrogance and stupidity, created by the reflected space-energy pool of confusion as to 10 

who we actually are. The responsibility of creation is unwavering as a conceptual rule, 

but with aware deeply entrenched in massive amounts of hoarded information, as 

ridged self awareness, it can seemingly hide from the rudimentary rule of responsibility; 

but this developed insanity does not negate the underling conceptual rule, of complete 

responsibility for balanced mental choice in creation and support. 15 

The creation process is a fundamental movement as Aware; Absorbs, Focuses and 

Projects, or as Awareness; Loves, Worships and Prays. The alternate of this creation 

process involves no actual creation and is ‘“marked”’ through horded belief held 

hindsight confusion and intimidation, but in turn tries to control and protect that which it 

has give-up or lost responsibility for, as the hindsight concept of Greed; Compares, 20 

Judges and Controls. 
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Aware: Absorb Focus Project 

Awareness: Love Worship Prayer 

Greed: Compare Judge Control 

Creation as a 
conceptual rule 
outside of space-
energy 

Creation or Creativity 
within Creation as 
responsibility 

Creativity within Creation through 
comparison as ignorant to creation 
responsibility 

   

Absorption – 
Aware 

Love – compassion, 
absorbent nature lased 
with created space-energy 
as absorbent awareness 

Greed – self absorption through 
separation as smallness through 
comparison 

Focus – 
directional 
absorption 

Worship – harmonies 
choice in development of 
individual concepts as 
positions 

Attitude – selection through opinion 
of creation comparison as judgment 

Projection – 
directional 
compaction 

Prayer, Song, Chanting – 
supporting continues 
harmonies thought through 
movement as e-motion 

Control – creation-less 
irresponsibility, as aggressive 
supervision of separations in space-
energy to experience largeness 
within smallness  

Value fulfillment – 
created non-
reflected space-
energy 

Blessing – creation worth 
as created space-energy 
and/or harmoniously 
organized space-energy 
into form 

Power – temporary support of 
smallness or as false self worth 

 

It must be understood that the basis for individual power is basically the gathering of 5 

multiple individual energies or worth. Individual energy is the worth of individual creation 

and/or creativity, where power be it ill-gotten or freely given, is individual control of 

gathered energies and can be mistaken for worth. Worth is created, Power is obtained. 

Worth is infinite, for this is the value fulfillment of creator; Power is size oriented, timely 

or temporary and controlling. But power managed with multiple individual, as group 10 

worth is responsible value fulfillment and infinite for all. 
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It must be understood that individual conceptual rules cannot be altered; new concepts 

can take form from an original concept, but these new concepts do not and cannot alter 

the original concept. We must understand concepts are mentally developed and are 

unwavering rules in and of themselves. If a concept could be altered, the rule would be 

broken and the original concept would no longer exist. How can a concept no longer 5 

exist in truth, if its actualization is recorded in space-energy or behind us; it can only be 

forgotten in the confusion, of new or seemingly new concepts, as aware drops its 

positional focus. 

So the rule of a given concept cannot be destroyed, it can only be left behind as 

forgotten. So the rule of the non-existent concept and its place cannot be destroyed, 10 

and the rule of its position as nothing is unwavering. The true rule of non-existent must 

absorb its very concept as nothing, for the concept of non-existent to maintain its place. 

Seeing this paradox, as the great contradiction of non-existent that cannot exists but 

cannot be altered or destroyed; it in actuality is an absorbent nature to maintain the void 

it is. This impossibility is the actual argument or position; held buy the one ruling non-15 

existent concept. We must understand that punctuation within this very document are 

ruling positional concepts, mentally developed before their very form or outward 

appearance and if the form is not recognized, the concept in and of itself is unwavering. 

As for me the writer of this document, my understanding of punctuation concepts could 

be in quest and rightfully so. As the very concept of non-existent, in and of itself is in a 20 

constant state of question as nothing and rightfully so. 
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In repeat; these basic understandings originate outside or before creation of space-

energy-time, but are recorded in and on the shell of space-energy-time. From within the 

non-existent or mentally absorbent place, it must be understood that the one absorbent 

action has a corresponding reaction as projection. As with the absorbent nature, the 

projective nature only has an effect on the space-energy field and not within the non-5 

existent place. As an overall absorbent nature (non-focused) the reactive projection is 

centralized or within this absorbent place with no affect. As with a focused or 

directionalized absorbent nature, the reactive projection is opposite to the focused 

absorption with no affect. Let it also be understood this reactive projection characteristic 

can be directive, as the absorbent nature can be focused. So absorption can be 10 

mentally focused and projection can be mentally directed. 

Humans can experience all these affects, within the space-energy field, by simply 

focusing on an object without thought and absorb that information. The information or 

space-energy is transferred and absorption takes place between the sight related 

synapses in the brain, and to some degree and in a more general manner in the gap 15 

between the right and left halves of the brain. This gap between the brain halves does 

act like a large synapse and is mistakenly called the third eye, but in actuality when 

used for absorption would be one addition to all the sight related synapses in total. In 

this situation the mental projection is behind each synapse absorption point. It must be 

understood the basis for thought, is a mental state of absorption, reflection and 20 

projection; through synaptic absorption and reflection of information, and action as 

synaptic projection on that reflected information. This is all experienced as humanity 

absorbs the space-energy around them, and projects their thoughts out into that same 
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space-energy, and in some cases this projection results in individual or group action. It 

also must be understood there are groupings of synapses dedicated for absorption and 

groupings dedicated for projection. The absorption synapses are segregated to manage 

much more then sight related space-energy absorption (i.e. the energy sent through the 

nervous system relating to the sense of physical contact), and the projection synapses 5 

are segregated to manage much more than individual thought projection (i.e. the instant 

projective reaction created by the sense of physical contact). In actuality; language is a 

repaid mental process of absorption and projection that creates non-reflected space-

energy in unison with the rhythmic organization of that space-energy into structured 

form; as a form of energy in motion or emotions. This is a very basic understanding, but 10 

difficult when absorbed through the confusion of specialized reflected space-energy 

informational structures. After all the human body is a space-energy gestalt of 

accessible information, no different than a solar system is a space-energy gestalt of 

accessible information. This information may vary, but does not exist outside of the 

space-energy field. 15 

Now we must understand there are two basic forms of space-energy, non-reflected and 

reflected; or as non-physical energy and physical energy. Non-reflected energy is 

mentally created and mentally manipulated energy, and reflected energy is non-

reflected energy in reflection. It must also be understood; once reflected this physical 

energy can be manipulated, but it is not mentally created or mentally manipulated in the 20 

same sense non-reflected energy is. It must also be understood that reflected energy 

can be re-reflected in varying degrees, creating more precise or rigged forms of physical 

energy. It must also be understood not all non-reflected energy is reflected, and there is 
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a limit on the re-reflection of reflected energy. Again it must be understood all forms of 

energy can be reflected-on as recorded by the non-existent or mental medium, but not 

necessarily physically reflected. Reflected energy is more of an altered re-creation of 

non-reflected energy, which is reflected off the non-existent mental concept. The 

amount of reflection, as re-created, is in direct proportion to the intensity or effort of 5 

focused absorption; but reflected-on energy, is energy that is experienced as recorded 

but not focused on and absorbed to the degree of re-creation. Reflected energy is what 

the majority of humanity can readily identify with. This physical energy is the only form 

of energy the human eye, made up of a short bandwidth of physical energy, can react-

to. It also must be understood there are forms of reflected energy that is not detectable 10 

by the human eye. It also must be understood that instrumentations created with 

physical energy, of a specific bandwidth and decay rate, cannot detect non-reflected 

energy or reflected energy of differing bandwidth and/or decay rates. As in the 

misguided saying heaven has many rooms, there are many bandwidths and decay rates 

of physically reflected space-energy. Even though the human body we identify with is a 15 

combination of both forms of energy; the non-reflected energy portion of the human 

body is dismissed through tightly held intellectual or material belief structures.  Rigged 

information, of a physical or material nature, will not simply be experienced in other 

physical energy bandwidths, and/or a non-reflected space-energy field; or as pass 

through the proverbial eye-of-the-needle. 20 

It must also be understood that the focused aware medium can reflect-on as react-to or 

see all forms of space-energy, but can interact with mentally created non-reflected 

space-energy to a much greater degree. This greater degree of interaction is referred to 
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as awareness, aware interlaced with non-reflected space-energy in motion or emotions. 

Humans can readily identify with this non-reflected space-energy in motion through 

personal, social or global experiences, through individual awareness as aware feelings. 

The amount of one’s actual experiences, of non-reflected energy in motion, is 

determined by ones individual openness to the one aware medium; and to some degree 5 

detachment from the narrow physical energy bandwidth, that makes up the human body 

we temporarily occupy. It must be understood that the human body takes mental form in 

non-reflected energy through mental manipulation, and up through the physical or 

reflected space-energy bandwidths through mentally developed DNA; before 

actualization into the most physically reflected environments. These other space-energy 10 

bandwidths are visible to varying digress during the differing stages of sleep. This 

visibility of alternate space-energy fields is mainly made possible through individual 

correlating body’s visual organs, in altering space-energy bandwidths and decay rates, 

that report back to the same body of aware; as an individual spirit is associated with 

through keyed DNA interaction and absorbing synapses. But it also must be understood 15 

in some cases; nonrelated space-energy bandwidths are visible during waking hours, 

through the one main synapse between the two halves of the human brain. This one 

synapse does not use the narrow physical bandwidth making up the human eye, but 

directly absorbs information in a much broader sense.  But the human brain will react to 

this information through the same channels, as if it were viewed through the physical 20 

eyes. This also holds true for sound, which is absorbed through the main synapse 

between the two halves of the human brain. This activity once again is generally 

dismissed through tightly held intellectual or material belief structures, to manage a 
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sense of stability in massive group smallness as insecurity. A conceptual belief or 

disbelief structure creates nothing; and are generally very tightly held small energy 

pools of hoarded information, at conflict with seemingly large or un-comprehendible 

information, but allow the confused ego or self a sense of awareness security.  

ORGANIZED PATTERNS of SPACE-ENERGY 3 5 

It must be understood the multiple physical bandwidths of space-energy are made up of 

differing levels of reflected energy. Within these differing physical fields of reflection; the 

ruling affect of absorption and projection (i.e. gravity) react differently on less physical 

reflected space-energy than highly reflected space-energy. These differing affects are 

confusingly experienced during what humanity refers to as dream experiences; where 10 

the human body has differing capabilities, and/or experiences that seem extremely 

foreign to our waking reality. It must be understood that these dream representations of 

our waking human body are truly individual forms of ourselves, in different physically 

reflected realities and seemingly operate independently, but never the less operate from 

the same never sleeping spirit, and individual, group or social personality pools of 15 

information. 

For clarity, it must be understood there are three forms of space-energy creation: 

First creation, as non-reflected space-energy… 

Second creation, as reflected and re-reflected space-energy, as re-creation… 

Third creation as creativity, as organized manipulation of first and second creation… 20 
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It must also be understood the human race as we know it, mainly identifies with Third 

creation as in the arts, as design, engineering, science, literature, etc. These forms of 

creation are more associated with creativity or creative manipulation and study of 

space-energy, and not actual creation or re-creation. It must be understood the physical 

human body we generally relate to is of the Third form of creation. 5 

To get mentally concept created organized patterns of non-reflected energy (i.e. a 

mustard seed), from the mentally created non-reflected space-energy field, to reflected 

space-energy requires a great deal of effort of mentally focused absorption, to reflect or 

re-create that pattern as physical energy. The more rigged the physical reflection in 

heavily populated reflected space-energy fields, the greater degree of effort of mentally 10 

focused absorption is required. But with the mentally developed and mentally 

manipulated elemental concepts of DNA, this reflection process requires far less mental 

effort; in non-reflected energy refraction to reflection. This DNA refraction process does 

not directly reflect non-reflected energy into physically reflected energy or atoms. In 

actuality and to altering degrees; the flow of non-reflected energy through the elements 15 

that make up the DNA refraction process; alters or changes pre-created physical energy 

or chemical elements into alternate chemical elements, by altering the number of 

reflected protons of a given atom in a given element. Simply put this process changes 

the chemical elements, into alternate family elements, within the periodic table. This 

altering of physical elements, into alternate elements, can be experienced when a 20 

directed non-reflected energy flow passes through that physical element; as in the 

extremely misguided understanding and practice of what would be referred to as 

alchemy. This DNA non-reflected energy refraction to reflection can actually create 
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rudimentary elemental compounds; when the non-reflected energy flow through a DNA 

source is sufficient, a burst of physical material will be created. As for a mechanism of 

this order, and presented here in this application (Figure 6, 6A), this capability is 

unexplainable in a belief oriented social order; and simply referred to as a miracle or 

manna from heaven. 5 

As is apparent to all living organisms on our planet and to varying degrees to most 

human beings, there is a larger force at hand in the creation of the universe, then just 

the very narrow physical energy bandwidth we can readily identify with. This lack of 

understanding, as confusion for the human race, is generally developed through an 

awareness bubble, of strict organized patterns of information, required to individualize 10 

the aware medium, to react to activity within a sphere of influents, or physical energy 

bandwidth. This bubble of personalized information or awareness, can be referred to as 

the human ego or self, and is more of a security blanket that expands to societies as a 

whole, to manage some form of social activity and order. This bubble of information is 

used throughout the differing physical energy bandwidths; but it must be understated 15 

these altering physical bodies, within altering energy bandwidths and decay rates, is 

merely information that is not generally available to our waking selves. Once again; it 

must be understood the aware medium and individual positions within that medium, do 

not and cannot actually absorb information; so the information regarding the differing 

physical realities is not stored in the aware medium, for retrieval in alternate physical 20 

bandwidths. This alternate information, which reacts in differing ways as stored in 

alternate bandwidths of reflected energy, is and can be glimpsed or correlated in ones 

current reality; if that alternate information is absorbed, and re-reflected as recorded 
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without sacrificing the integrity of an individual ego or energy bubble. If this information 

bubble or ego is not recognized, and managed with some flexibility, it will be degraded 

with alternate information, and individuality will be compromised. 

The actual flow of mentally created non-reflected energy, into the reflected 

environments, is laced with the aware medium; so in a sense this is a flow of awareness 5 

into physical or reflected environments. Again; awareness is aware riding on mentally 

created non-reflected space-energy, as information. But awareness does not reflect-on 

that information like the positionaly focused aware medium. Actual reflection, on specific 

information, takes place at individual synapses in the human body. The synapse gap is 

actually a pinpointed tear or hole in the space-energy field, back to the non-existent 10 

concept, or positionaly focused aware medium. This aware medium is not awareness; 

there is no space-energy as information in the non-existent concept. It must be 

understood; the aware medium has no memory, the only way a memory works is for 

aware to access information. This information can be newly created, or stored 

information as memories. This is where the human intellect falls apart when dealing with 15 

the basis of who we are. In general; we relate to our awareness and not our aware. 

Awareness can be referred to as emotional aware, or aware in space-energy motion, 

but this form of aware as awareness accesses seemingly previously created 

information; and does not generally create non-reflected space-energy. It is more as 

aware using space-energy, then actually creating it; this awareness is a good place for 20 

humans, entities, souls and over-souls to hide from creation responsibilities; and remain 

oblivious as to what is actually going on. It must be understood the human body is a 

grouping or gestalt of space-energy, no different than entities are groupings or gestalts 
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of space-energy; whereas souls and over-souls are more of the timeless aware or 

mental component, surrounding, creating and accessing a given position and/or 

positions; all of which is accessible by the trinity or living spirit. This basic grouping is 

more specific to individual reflected energy bandwidths, and as the space-energy 

groupings expand and encompass more information awareness becomes more general; 5 

but it must be understood that aware, as a living spirit, within any informational order, 

can loss the sense of complete and total responsibility as creator and choice. 

It also must be understood; this space-energy free gap, we refer to as a synapse 

between two nerve endings, can be recreated in a larger form. The DNA within the 

nerve endings creates a refracted non-reflected energy reverberation, within the gap 10 

and creates a tear in the space-energy-time continuum. Once again; this capability of 

tearing the space-energy-time continuum, if created outside the human brain, is 

unexplainable in a belief oriented social order; and simply referred to as a container or 

box that performs miracles. As for a mechanism of this order, and presented here in this 

application (Figure 1-3), the basis for the DNA saltwater solution, as a non-reflected 15 

energy refraction source, could literally be explained away to the shortsighted, as the 

proverbial blood of a sacrificial lamb. The mechanism of this order was rightfully 

shielded, or referred to as being guarded, due to the fatal affects it had on rigged 

hindsight belief oriented energy gestalts as physical human personalities; through the 

massive flow of non-reflected energy moving into reflection, this mechanism established 20 

as balanced emotions and reflected as physical electromagnetic energy; then simply 

discarded through lack of understanding and fear. This non-reflected energy flow is 

misguidedly experienced as enlightenment, nirvana or referred to as chi energy, which 
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can have profound effects on hindsight concepts and the mentally irresponsible or 

undisciplined. A mechanism if this order would give off a non-reflected energy white-

light or hallow glow, with a low hum produced by the refracted energy clash as a 

reverberation; then as the non-reflected electrons move to reflection a steady electrical 

flow to earth ground can be established and/or alternating electron flow between the so-5 

called mechanical nerve endings.  If this non-reflected energy flow was sufficient, and 

then passed through an individual’s nerves system, a spontaneous combustion affect 

would be experienced; or as misunderstood very basic wording and simply put, one 

would burst into flames. 

It must be understood and repeated here for more clarity; the aware medium absorbs 10 

no space-energy, but has an absorbent affect on space-energy. Space-energy that is 

absorbed by the aware medium is reflected, to varying degrees off the focused aware 

medium, and is reacted-on by the aware medium; as in re-creation of space-energy as 

recorded action. It also must be understood and repeated here for more clarity; the 

aware medium has no space-energy, and has no capacity to record or store information 15 

that was reacted-on; information is only stored as space-energy in space-energy. The 

aware medium can only recall information that was reacted-on by re-absorbing and re-

reflecting-on that recorded information, as recalling a memory. So it must be understood 

this lack of ability of the aware mental medium to record information, is what makes it so 

difficult for humanity to comprehend, remember and except their individual truth. It must 20 

be understood that recorded or memory information in space-energy, is only recorded in 

the space-energy bandwidth that that information was reacted-on. So information from 

other space-energy bandwidths is not readily available to our waking selves, but can be 
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experienced when an individual aware focus is expanded, mainly in a sleeping or 

meditative state, and remembered if that information is recorded in ones current space-

energy bandwidth. But generally this information is not focused on as amplified, and 

simply left behind as forgotten. 

It must be understood and repeated here for more clarity; awareness is aware 5 

accessing information and falsely considered as ones actual existents or position. This 

is why it is so simple to remain small and separate from the responsibility of creator, by 

identifying our-selves as space-energy creation and not creator. Once again all space-

energy is creation and aware, outside of space-energy, is creator and mental 

manipulator of space-energy. As in reading a book; our aware rides through the words 10 

as awareness, and we can readily identify or get lost in that information we identify with. 

We may actually go as far as taking ownership of this book of information, and place it 

in our personal energy gestalt or library. Aware riding through or getting lost in our 

human body of space-energy, as awareness works in much the same manner, but in 

this instants we did buy the book and place it in our personal library. It must also be 15 

understood the very concept of demons, devils and the like are nothing more than 

individual ignorance, arrogance and stupidity, as awareness in smallness seeking 

power and control, negating the very responsibility of creator. To except ones position 

and responsibilities as part of the one aware medium, one must step out of the space-

energy box. Aware is infinite, and the sense of urgency has no bearing or reference; but 20 

as with awareness, all space-energy is in movement and time oriented. 
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It must also be understood and repeated here for more clarity; each and every human 

body is developed from a first concept, from an overall humanity first conceptual pool; 

it’s not who you are, it’s more how your body is created within the creation process. The 

perfect mental image or ideal of humanity glows from within non-reflected energy, and 

out through individual DNA as re-creation. This first concept or worship is supported 5 

through continues projection or prayer of that concept, through non-reflected space-

energy manipulation, up through the reflected version you identify with during your 

moment-to-moment of re-creation.  It must also be understood this first human body 

concept is perfect in and of itself, but is degraded to varying degrees from what seems 

internal and external informational influences. All degradation of original mental 10 

concepts and re-creation comes from distraction, through multiple concept reflection 

and choice, that can lead to comparisonism; the proverbial forbidden fruit. This 

reflection through comparisonism can be considered the first mental sickness to 

creation if allowed to manifest into attitude and opinion. Attitude and opinion is derived 

from the degradation or worthlessness of some or all of the compared first creation 15 

concepts. If attitude and opinion are unchecked, this mental sickness will develop 

judgment and superiority, sacrifice and abuse of first creation, as aware blinded within 

space-energy from all creation responsibility. This mental sickness to creation deepens 

and unfolds as drama, through opinion of opinions, developing attitudes of an attitude 

and judgment of judgments, etc. To make a clean, clear, pure individual choice between 20 

concepts, which fit within the conceptual ruling pool you are part of, leaving other 

concepts behind as forgotten; is much different than making a choice through an 

opinionated judgmental degradation, of the non-chosen compared concepts. This form 
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of choice through opinion and judgment actually leaves the chosen concept degraded in 

varying degrees, as it leaves all creation degraded in varying degrees.  It must be 

understood that a conceptual ruling pool is a pool of non-conflicting or balanced 

concepts, which make up a particular grouping or species. It must also be understood; 

in stepping outside the human non-conflicting ruling conceptual pool, with a given 5 

choice can degrade or pollute that overall pool to veering degrees; similar to polluting 

the earth with overpopulation through unchecked judgmental belief structures, allowing 

the release of personal and social responsibility of life supporting planetary concepts. 

In repeat once again for clarity; aware creates all space-energy from a timeless place 

through choice, continues space-energy creation requires continues choice; ALL choice 10 

requires constant effort as responsibility. Dropping effort drops responsibility and 

creation as space-energy will decay or dissipate. Created space-energy is not aware; 

but aware riding through space-energy is aware in value-fulfillment of creation, as 

awareness. Aware does not intentionally make choices that are in direct conflict with 

alternate choices, there is simply no value-fulfillment or worth in it. It must be 15 

understood that making a conceptual choice, to create or manipulate space-energy is 

creator; but making a choice between compared created space-energy is not creator, 

but both require complete responsibility for that effort or action. Portions of the mental 

state of aware lost in space-energy-time as awareness, experiences a sense of 

separation or smallness; this is not actuality, but more of aware experiencing its 20 

creation; and more often than not for the human race, a good hiding place from its true 

nature as responsible creator. A choice that is in conflict with an original and continues 

harmonies choices, that create or support life supporting solar systems and planets are 
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not bad or good; they are just destructive, and have no worth within a balanced massive 

effort driven chosen and re-created structure. Whereas in actuality, there is no creation; 

seeing creation is in a constant state of fulfillment, moment-by-moment from a non-time 

oriented place. Creation as a shortsighted human concept, as aware picks through the 

moments of life, implies creation is completed or finished; when in actuality, creation is 5 

in a constant state of space-energy combined amplification and decay as time. Human 

awareness that is strictly tied to or not willing to release information, as a given belief, 

that is in conflict with creator responsibilities, as disassociated information, as a 

conflicting awareness personality; when deceased will experience a sense of smallness, 

loneliness and despair; or as cast-out into a seemingly abyss when that information 10 

decays as dissipating; or as that information is left behind as forgotten or dead to further 

development by the overall aware creator responsibility. In repeat; ridged materialistic 

human personality belief structures that cannot and will not move to a conceptually 

altered as foreign space-energy bandwidth, will be simply left behind as forgotten or 

dead to any further personal aware interaction. Aware as awareness in this situation 15 

can eventual release this conflictive information, through an alternate focal choice, or 

until such information has dissipated through a lack of amplifying focal support as 

boredom. 

In repeat; the aware place can be expressed as unmentionable or unspeakable, and 

within the human oriented information or belief structure, this is confused with being so 20 

holy that humans are not worthy of specking the name. When in actuality; there is 

simply no space-energy wording that can accurately describe no-thing, as an all 

encompassing time-less size-less absorbent focused projective non-space-energy non-
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existent conceptual aware place. All space-energy-time is in a constant state of 

creation, through the mental choice of focus-absorption-projection as creator. All life is 

space-energy lased with the one non-space-energy aware medium; believing or 

disbelieving in this is irrelevant, beliefs are nothing more than pools or gestalts of 

specialized created information as space-energy, lased with confused aware that may 5 

take up no personal responsibility as creator. Creation is not created as done, but in a 

constant state of being created flow of non-reflected energy, and in a constant state of 

re-creation as reflection, as in the ever present moment. As true with responsibility; 

responsibility is not required as done, but in the state of continuously being responsible 

for the ever present moment of balanced choice and reflection.  10 

It must also be understood that all predictions, prophases and history are nether true or 

false. For all post and future events are in a constant state of being created, moment-

by-moment, within their momentary time frame. To that regard; to prove any post event 

as true or false is just an act in futility, and takes no responsibility for the current 

moment of creation, and actually creates nothing in the present moment; except 15 

conceptual comparisonism as abuse, as one truth in belief is excepted and the other at 

conflict. For after all; the very notion of the non-existent concept is in a constant state of 

contradiction, as all concepts past and future are in a constant state of fluctuation as 

contradiction. We as a people must live in the personal moment of pure and constant 

responsibility in blessing from our very own aware; for this, our reality is the one and 20 

only blessing as space-energy. But if humanity needs to hold onto irresponsible 

horrifying probabilities, as actual events, to keep their moral balance as creator; then 

they do serve a fulfilling responsible purpose. Or to that regard; if humanity needs to 
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hold onto blessed probabilities, as actual events, to keep their moral balance as creator; 

then once again they do serve a fulfilling responsible purpose. But societies as a whole 

must be wary of drowning in information and comparisonism, generating massive 

amounts of unnecessary information as confusion, which can and will become un-

processable. We as unmitigated mentally responsible creator, must not sway from this 5 

truth with an over abundance of recorded information. The ability for individuals to 

access and process large amounts of information can be seen as a form of intelligence, 

but if the responsibility to truth is neglected the capacity as aware creator is lost. It also 

must be noted; past and future probabilities that have profound influence on our current 

moment of creation, can and will ripple out and affect multiple momentarily timed 10 

corporal realities; unless recorded as guide posts for understanding and retrieval. This 

recorded information can be considered as more of a heads-up guide, for individuals or 

societies, and is generally retrieved through historical sites or loosed future recordings 

as memories. After all; all space-energy as the blessing, as information, is created by 

aware and retrieved by aware in the journey to fulfillment as nothing; and as universal 15 

humanity, throughout non-reflected and reflected environments, as the pinnacle, as 

most personal, psychologically cognizant, thoughtful sentient, self awareness, form of 

that aware. 

ORGANIZED PATTERNS of SPACE-ENERGY 4 

Unmitigated responsibility for conceptual balance; without unmitigated responsibility, for 20 

balance in choice in the non-reflected environment, the reflected or physical reality we 

know and love would never get off the ground; so to speak. This non-reflected 
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environment is created by aware, but is not aware in and of itself; but more as managed 

by the deep profound responsibility, of balance by aware as awareness. Let it be very 

clear; personalities as informational gestalts that reside in this non-reflected unmitigated 

balanced environment, that reflect as re-create physical realities, are without conflict in 

choice. Tumultuous personalities will simply dissipate in this environment; but the 5 

individual pure trinity or spirit as position in being, without conflicting information, will be 

right at home. Pure balanced personalities from this realm are misguidedly referred to 

as angels or deities, but in actuality are just highly evolved in balanced worship and 

prayerful choice. But again; a personality gestalt of this nature is not aware in and of 

itself; but more accessed by and created by the aware living trinity or spirit, through 10 

unmitigated responsibility in conceptual choice. Destructive information will not and 

cannot move to this non-reflected space-energy realm, for there is no foundation or bed 

of information to leach onto. All mental concepts are created in the ever present 

moment, so in this non-reflected realm these concepts are in a constant state of 

creation or dissipation; so in essence there is truly nothing regarded as permanent, to 15 

compare or have an attitude about. But with the reflected or re-created energy delay 

from creation, there is a false sense of permanency; as a form of hindsight, that creates 

a bed or foundation for destructive comparisonism concepts; as a worthless sense of 

controlling, all be it fleeting, insanity. But again; this generated insanity is immediately 

left behind, when the pure trinity or living spirit moves to the non-reflected realm; as 20 

confusingly labeled heaven. A personality gestalt can leave a re-created environment 

with its worth, but its power and wealth will be left behind. In leaving destructive belief 

based hindsight created information behind, as reference to the misguided concept of 
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judgment or atonement for ones sins for this worthless behavior; but to that regard, this 

information simply will not, and cannot exist in the non-reflected moment-to-moment first 

creation conceptual environment. But again this is not aware; it is aware making 

balanced choices that creates and organizes this non-reflected space-energy, and 

unmitigatingly balancing these non-reflected space-energy patterns as awareness. But 5 

as the reflected space-energy pool moves through the stages of re-re-reflection as re-

re-creation, this momentary sense of delay or hindsight is elongated; developing the 

notion of supervision and control, allowing for comparisonism to flourish into self 

degrading reflected energy concepts, degrading first creation re-creation fulfillment. For 

in truth; violation of a concept, which is in the never-ending process of becoming, 10 

cannot take place except through hindsight of creation; through the reflection delay. All 

concept creation is a mental process; mentally created hindsight concepts will become 

re-created in the reflected environment, if sufficiently amplified through prolonged 

individual or group mental awareness focus, and if destructive will be re-created in the 

rich-bed of re-creation as disease or cancer to first creation reflection. Once again; this 15 

is how humanity as a whole hides from their lack of mindful mental responsibility, 

through the numbing delay of re-creation. It also must be understood; hindsight concept 

creation is neither bad nor good, and is required for humanity to survive in the re-

created environment; as seen in the simple hindsight concept that drives continues 

mobility in evolution, as food foraging and consumption. Whereas; hunger, the heart 20 

beating or breathing is more along the lines of first creation concepts, to maintain 

mobility in the reflected environment, directed from within the balanced non-reflected 

environment. Whereas the first creation concepts of “love, worship and prayer” of an 
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ideal into form, into reflection as the blessing, would be supported in the hindsight 

concepts as continues prayer as “perfect health, perfect physique, perfect form” in 

regards to the first creation ideal, but not in regards to dramatized hindsight 

comparisonism. Or as in the every day and most effective hindsight concepts of, good 

morning, good afternoon, good day, good evening and good night or as more personal, 5 

good dog, good boy, good girl, etc. And whereas the old adage of hindsight being 20/20 

creates nothing in the moment-to-moment of creation; but this hindsight information is 

recorded and can and does affect future mental projections and creates a bed of 

intuition for future moments of choice. To be very clear, the “creator” concept is a first 

concept and the “creation” concept is hindsight to creator concept; whereas the creator 10 

concept implies responsibility at any given moment and the creation concept releases 

responsibility into the illusionary past. It is critical for a healthy society, plaint and solar 

system for all forms of humanity to replace comparisonism power driven concepts with 

clean, clear, pure observation, with a supportive loving, worshiping and prayerful choice; 

without insecure and controlling reflection on what another is doing. 15 

Now it must be understood and repeated here; deities or angels are personality gestalts 

or structures made of constantly balanced first creation concepts, where second 

creation concepts as hindsight concepts do not and cannot exist; in repeat, there is 

simply no foundation for them. But again this is not who they are, for they are aware as 

we are. The living spirits of these personalities are riding through, as awareness, first 20 

creation concepts that they create. But in this realm as aware spirits they are completely 

mindful of this self created value fulfillment or blessed illusionary worth; for as aware as 

non-existent is nothing, regardless of what space-energy you are creating and/or 
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accessing. As with all living spirits; the created space-energy event-horizon or Holy 

Ghost, is only the recorded testimony to aware’s position and movement and not 

actually aware. The spirit or state of being naturally equates its very being with that that 

has been created or what it creates as space-energy, for this is the only 

comprehendible reality; but in actuality aware as the clear-medium, as a mental 5 

medium, is not readily actionably comprehendible as an absorbent nature. All space-

energy is accessible and acceptable as the blessing, but aware within the living spirit is 

not readily comprehendible as an un-known absorbent miracle. Living spirits created 

within the clear-medium are more acknowledgeable as creator and responsibility then 

living spirits or positions created within space-energy, within reality, within the blessing, 10 

due to the nature of space-energy confusion as to what they actually are. To this regard; 

individual personality gestalts, created from a balanced mental profile as recorded 

within the physically reflected brain, that we falsely identify with as to who we actually 

are, can and will move into, as are recorded in, the non-reflected realm with their spirit, 

or as misguidedly referred to as going to heaven or eternal life. 15 

As within the non-reflected first creation concept of male and female, there is no true 

separation; but to that regard, the male portion in general creates and manages the vast 

realm of balanced first creation concepts, but has a tendency to drift through curiosity; 

whereas the female portion has quick access to this vast realm of balanced first creation 

concepts, for precise support as massive worth up through fulfillment, but also has a 20 

tendency to drift through choice. In general these specific peculiarities go hand in hand; 

aware as creator of first creation concepts, would not and could not move into re-

creation if this union were negated or neglected, or put in another way; the male portion 
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is more about concept worship of first creation into form, and female is more about 

prayer of that worship into continues form up through re-creation; or as quite literally, 

female giving prayerful birth to those male worshipped ideals. Or as in the planetary 

concept of size as established in re-creation hindsight; as mother-earth, when in 

actuality the female concept is infinite as, mother-sole system, mother-galaxy, mother-5 

universe, and whereas the male concept is infinite as, father creator; whereas in 

actuality and outside of smallness, outside of creation; both operate as one in the one 

aware place. As both worshiping (male) and prayerful (female) personalities in the non-

reflected realm, must evoke a massive responsibility as creator to bring forth the 

fulfillment (blessing) of first creation concepts into non-reflection up though reflection 10 

reality. But in a re-creation gender based male female orientation, these peculiar 

characteristics can and do drift; seeing there is no true separation in the basic 

foundation as aware, as creator. Whereas the plant and animal world are more living 

awareness within the blessing, as creation; and whereas the human race has a footing 

in both, as creation and creator; with unmitigated responsibility (morality), in managing 15 

choice to span both realms as mental creation and creator; with the capacity to move 

individual information, as a personality, to ones endless living spirit. These re-created 

gender oriented male and female concepts fully complement one another, until they fall 

into the trap of re-creation hindsight concepts as, separation, comparisonism, 

competition and control. We are “one universal people”; pinpointed smallness in re-20 

creation, in the false sense of permanent hindsight concepts, as seemingly testimonial 

recorded information, is “fully immaterial” to “universal aware” or creator within us. 
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In repeat for more clarity; aware directs focuses as created positions and those 

positions are supported through constant repetitive projection, as responsibility, and as 

support for continues creation of an individual position. These created positions are the 

only form of value or worth, as a developed fulfillment, as non-reflected space-energy. 

As an original focus or choice develops in harmoniously overlapped choices, and 5 

complexity, and eventually reflection, continues creation responsibility is magnified and 

critical for a stable and balanced re-creation environment. The only worth aware as 

nothing has is responsibility, in continues harmonious movement as Love, Worship and 

Prayer, as Blessing and Creation Fulfillment. Without the creation of Space-Energy, 

Aware is Truly Nothing as Non-Existent. Take ownership of creation worth through 10 

responsibility; take ownership of creation-less worthlessness through judgment. 

For clarity, as seen from within complete responsibility as creator; when born into a 

reflected or re-created environment, one can be considered as being born into delayed 

confusion. These delayed re-creation confusions within the illusionary sense of 

permanence, which generates hindsight ideals for evolutionary mobility, are unique and 15 

can and do become non-supportive and irresponsible to those ideals generated in the 

moment-to-moment non-reflected first creation environment. This can be seen from a 

very limiting toolset of basic wording and understanding, within a reflecting explanation, 

as being born into sin; but in actuality the reference is being born into irresponsibility to 

creator as aware within us. This misunderstood information can and is used in the 20 

hindsight ideal of original sin, and when coupled with the greed filled hindsight ideal of 

compare, judge and control, to manipulate individual worth, generates the most 

degrading hindsight ideal to creator as condemnation. This is all done to gain the 
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illusionary sense of falsely legitimized control and power. These building blocks of 

degrading hindsight ideals are the most worth-less and destructive to non-reflected first 

creation concepts moving to reflection in the re-created environment, and are seen buy 

aware within us as a sickening mental illness to responsible creator. When in actuality 

this controlling desire is a hindsight concept to stop the unjust degradation to first 5 

creations balance or rulings; that can and does get out of hand with weakness and 

horded information that is strengthened by greed filed power. Responsibility as creator 

is complete, regardless of an individual’s capacity to manage that complete mental 

responsibility. This limited capacity to instant gratification to fulfillment in re-creation, as 

creator in responsibility, within the massive numbing confusion delay of reflection; 10 

develops a form of complacency, incurring a mental laziness in movement for creator 

responsibility; including ones very health and well being for moral balance in their own 

humanity. Individual and/or group worth is the value-fulfillment, which you can create 

and/or support through individual and/or group capacity for that responsibility. 

To make it very clear, so we are fully AWARE; the aware medium, is the clear-medium, 15 

is a timeless place. The living spirit is a position within the clear-medium, with a non-

reflected energy barrier around that position… The living spirit is a trinity, made up of, 

aware, non-reflected energy and position; whereas, aware and position, are time-less, 

as in NO space-energy; the non-reflected energy portion, is a non-reflected energy 

barrier, around its position as non-reflected electromagnetism. This positional non-20 

reflected electromagnetism, as positional self awareness, is timely, as in fluctuating 

between its amplification and decay rate, managed by the aware positional focus 

surrounding it. This energy barrier is in a constant state of creation and support by the 
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aware positional focus, and will dissipate if that positional focus is dropped; whereas the 

aware or clear-medium will lose its sense of timely positional being, but the actual 

aware place is infinite. This both, timeless aware and timely awareness, living spirit, 

creates, supports and accesses, to varying degrees, the timed space-energy universe 

through directional focus, absorbent and projection, and can and does get very specific, 5 

as pinpointed, accessing the reflected space-energy universe through the synaptic gap 

that is keyed to a specific DNA signature. This living spirit can access non-reflected and 

reflected environments, and can simultaneously access multiple bandwidths of reflected 

environments through keyed DNA signatures, within those environments, as we relate 

to in dream experiences. All these space-energy environments are constantly being 10 

created and supported through the all encompassing size-less, time-less aware 

medium; in union, with the ever moving universal non-reflected energy positional 

awareness mediums. Whereas in the plant and animal world; multiply expanded living 

spirits will access multiple keyed DNA signatures, within one reflected energy 

bandwidth; whereas individuality is expanded within that species, according to their 15 

unique characteristics; as in energy gestalt, or energy profile, that that informational 

grouping is related to. It must also be understood; with tuning capabilities and structural 

modifications to the presented mechanisms (Figure 1-3, 7-9, 11A-11C); shifting 

between universal locations and/or alternate reflected timed bandwidths is possible by 

appropriately responsibly balanced mental personality profiles. It also must be 20 

understood; an active synapse develops a clear-medium point or hole in a reflected 

space-energy field; but this is not positional focused aware, as in a living spirit. 
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Humanity as we know it is well aware of experiences that have been unexplainable from 

our small reference of information, but never the less are actualized and can be re-

created in the concepts presented here. It must also be understood; the presented 

information is intended as “actionable intelligence only” and not intended to degrade, 

support and/or be use as an informational belief structure of any kind. 5 

 

Figures 13-15 depict perspective views showing event chain from lettered a-l: 

conception 1, conceptual position 2, positional energy barrier 3, dashed arrow as 

conception focal direction 4, solid arrow as conception projection direction 5, positional 

energy barrier amplification b3, focal and projection circumferencing directional shift c4 10 

& c5, cylindrical energy barrier d3, projection directional shift e5, energy barrier collapse 

e3-h3, shelled ringed thermal reaction 6; Figure 14 projection directional shift i5, 

amplified positional energy barrier i3, projection directional shift j5, multiple shelled 

ringed thermal reactions j6, collapsing energy barrier j3 & k3, intensified projection 

direction k5, multiple shelled thermal spheres 7; Figure 15 spheroid  cylindrical energy 15 

barrier lased with shelled thermal spheres 10, physical reflection 11, ultimate 

encompassing focal directional shift l4, final intensified encompassing directional 

imploding projection shift l5. 

 

Figure 16 illustrates, conception 1 with conceptual position 2 as coincident projections 20 

lettered A-C, positional energy barrier 3 as coincident spatial energy layers lettered a-e, 

conceptual position through spatial energy layers Aa2-Ae2, conception projection 
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through spatial energy layers Aa5-Ae5, projection energy refraction 12 through spatial 

energy layers Ba12-Bc12, DNA 13, DNA energy refraction Bd13, Be13, synapse 14, 

synapse firing Cb14, Ce14 with clear-medium string 15 created at Cd15, Ce15 through 

1, alternate focal direction 4 and projection direction 5 channeled through the clear-

medium string 15 and energy conduit directed flow towards more physically mirrored 5 

environments 16. 

 

ABSTRACT 

An energy channeling apparatus and method that functions as an energy source, the 

apparatus is based on utilizing the DNA characteristics of electromagnetic energy 10 

refraction. The apparatus simulates atmospheric solidification with spatial energy 

reflection. An apparatus having a space between two conductive metal disks that is less 

than 2 inches functions like a synapse by firing as clear-medium projection, energy 

channeling and reflected spatial energy depletion. 
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